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This month, we’re talking about the 
American energy boom...

There’s a whole new Persian Gulf worth of oil 
in America. Who’s going to get rich on it?

If you’re at all interested in making money in 
this boom, you must read financial analyst 
Brett Aitken’s report from Texas, where 
he meets legendary wildcatter Cactus 
Schroeder... and visits a forgotten oil play 
that has been hiding in plain sight.

Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke details a time 
when his family went “off the grid”... that 
is, they got kicked off the grid. And Tom 
Bodett – yes, of “We’ll Leave the Light on 
for You” fame – really does leave the lights on 
in his energy efficient, money deficient, very 
much on-the-grid house.

Leslie Haines, longtime editor of Oil & 
Gas Investor, gives us an overview of the Shale 
Revolution – it’s not just blood, guts, and oil 
anymore. Financial analyst Bill Shaw uses 
the El Paso Salt War to detail mineral rights. 
And Nick Giambruno speculates that the 
third oil shock is coming... a crisis much 
worse than in 1973.

Veteran journalist and former presidential 
speechwriter Andrew Ferguson reports 
on former Texas governor Rick Perry – of 
“Oops!” fame – who once wanted to abolish 
the Department of Energy and now finds 
himself at the head of it.

David Boaz, executive vice president of 
the Cato Institute, explains how government 

saps our energy by taking a closer look at the 
Solyndra solar scandal.

But Dr. David Eifrig has another 
perspective: that despite skeptics, a green 
energy revolution will still be minting 
millionaires... but you have to know what to buy.

Steve Sjuggerud asks whether you’d 
rather lose money or make 1,400%. Again, it 
all depends on which of these two seemingly 
similar investments you buy.

Don’t miss P.J.’s tongue-in-cheek top 
15 tips for saving energy and protecting 
the environment – masterfully inked by 
cartoonist Kevin “Kal” Kallaugher. And 
P.J. also weighs in on the true cost of energy. 
It’s a simple question that should have a 
simple answer. So why is it so confusing?

Then, we speak with Carter Page, 
American oil industry consultant and former 
foreign policy adviser to Donald Trump.

Finally, Nobel laureate in economics Joseph 
E. Stiglitz writes that the U.S. is at risk 
of losing a trade war to China... Ricardo 
Hausmann reports on Venezuela and the 
venality of evil... And Buck Sexton shows 
how Iran could drop the global energy market 
at the Strait of Hormuz.

Enjoy the issue. And tell us what you think at 
feedback@americanconsequences.com.

Regards,

Steven Longenecker

Managing Editor, American Consequences
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ADVERTORIAL 

Dear American,

The timing here is nothing short of scary.

A few months back, we began preparing 
to release a controversial book from one 
of the most well-connected and successful 
investors in America.

Why would a book about investing be so 
controversial?

Well, it’s because its author – multi-
millionaire Doug Casey – is known to be 
brutally honest.

He has friends in the highest of places – 
but that’s never stopped him from telling 
the truth.

For instance, Al Gore once invited him to 
speak before Senate leaders... but that 
didn’t stop him from describing global 
warming as having “so little scientific 
basis, it can only rationally be 
considered a political scam.”

You see...whether it’s secrets about 
making money...or the political system...or 
science...

...there are just some truths in America 
you’re not allowed to tell!

Here are some of the least offensive 
revelations he’s making in this new book:

... “Without Western, ideas the whole world 
would resemble Africa, or Cambodia, or 
Mongolia—not even today, but 200 years 
ago.” (pg. 22)

... “There was once a time when journalists 
often had intelligence, integrity, and 
competence. Today, reporters have none of 
these qualifications” (pg. 79)

... “You're supposed to be politically 
correct—if not, you must be a Nazi or a 
Klansman.”

... “you’re not supposed to use the word 
“migrant” but that’s exactly what these 
people are. These refugees are an informal 

and unarmed invading army of a totally 
different culture, race, religion, and 
language.”

It gets far, far more shocking.

You see, this book isn’t just a series of 
controversial thoughts... It’s also a 
vital guide to surviving the changes 
happening in America today...as well 
as a road map for where they’ll take 
us...and how they’ll affect you...

In fact, I think that might be the real 
reason Google banned us just weeks 
before this book was set to be released.

...But that didn’t stop us...or Doug...

In fact, he ordered us to “double down” 
and come up with a way to offer a free 
copy of this shocking new book to any 
American with a physical address.

Claim yours, for a limited time, right here...

Sincerely,

Justin Spittler 

P.S. Besides being brutally honest, Doug 
is known as a kind of prophet in the 
investment world.

He was one of the first to talk about bitcoin 
(all the way back in 2011!)...He called 
the gold boom back when gold was under 
$400...He was one of the first investors to 
realize the potential of cell phones...and 
the Internet!...He called a spike in the price 
of silver (right before it went up 740%!)...

That’s a short list...

In his new book, Doug reveals his next 
big investment prediction...one that could 
lead to what he calls an “avalanche of 
wealth”... Click here...

https://secure.caseyresearch.com/chain?cid=MKT349048&eid=MKT373297
https://secure.caseyresearch.com/chain?cid=MKT349048&eid=MKT373297
https://secure.caseyresearch.com/chain?cid=MKT349048&eid=MKT373297
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P.J. O’Rourke
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 LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

To hell with nature. Living in an artificial 
world is the best thing ever. We need 
“unnatural,” artificial human interference 
with the environment.

This is because nature provides very few 
sources of energy that are worth a damn. The 
sun is useful, in its way, but notably absent 
when illumination is most needed at night. 
In the natural world, fire is available only 
from forest fires, volcanoes, and lightning 
strikes. Using forest fires to keep warm is 
problematical, using molten lava more so,  
and cooking with lightning is a culinary 
technique that’s hit or miss, so to speak. 
The natural kinetic energy of earthquakes 
and avalanches is difficult to harness in any 
practical way. And hydro, in the state of 
nature, takes the form of riptides, torrential 
rains, and flash floods.

Without unnatural, artificial human 
interference, the only useful natural source 
of energy is what we can find to eat – 
transformed by metabolic process into muscle 
power, most of which is expended on finding 
other things to eat.
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My family and I don’t live in an 
artificial world. We live in the 
natural world. By mistake.

“
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

However, that said, my family and I don’t live 
in an artificial world. We live in the natural 
world. By mistake. We’re “off the grid.” But 
we didn’t mean to be off the grid. We got 
kicked off the grid. Our power is out – again.

The power is out at our house a lot. We live 
in a big old drafty colonial on a high ridge 
above a river valley. Our house faces west, 
straight into the prevailing wind. And that 
wind prevails. Few are the days when you can 
open an umbrella in our yard without being 
blown into the Atlantic 58 miles to the east. 
And when the west wind doesn’t prevail it’s 
because the river valley, running north-south, 
is channeling an Alberta Clipper from the 
frozen wastes of Canada to us, frozen up to 
our waists in snow.

The house is out a long country road, up a 
driveway through the woods, at the very end 
of the power line. And, being at the very 
end of the power line, anything – a spouting 
sapling, an autumn leaf, a suicidal squirrel 
– will cause the O’Rourkes to go dark. (Not 
that I’m blaming the electric company, even 
though the recorded message on their power 
outage hotline says, “See you next summer.”)

When I lived here alone I didn’t really mind 
getting snowed-in without electricity or (in 

those pre-mobile days) a phone line and 
thereby being cut off from the world. It was 
restful. I had a wood stove and kerosene 
lamps. And, anyway, I could find the scotch 
bottle in the dark. Plus no worries about the 
food in the fridge spoiling. I could stick the 
burger patties in the draft coming from under 
the front door and they’d keep until June.

Then a wife and children happened. A wood 
stove in the kitchen with toddlers afoot is a 
standing invitation to the emergency room. 
And my wife was convinced, probably rightly, 
that no child could resist stuffing Beanie 
Babies into the chimney of a lit kerosene lamp 
or quaffing the kerosene itself as if it were the 
contents of a Juicy Juice box.

So we stocked the house with flashlights and 
batteries. Flashlights are of two types – lost 
and broken. Batteries are of one type – dead. 
As for heat, what we discovered during our 
first winter as a family was that, without 
electricity, there wasn’t any.

The house has seven fireplaces, all child-
proofed with massive hearth screens and 
fenders. The fireplaces are picturesque and 
do a nice job of taking the chill out of the 
air on a crisp fall evening when the outside 
temperature has fallen to, say, 60o. What they 
do when the outside temperature is -20o and 
the wind is blowing at the I-93 speed limit is 
they take a cold room and make it smoky too.

One year, there was an electrical blackout 
accompanied by cryonic temperatures, Mach 
1 wind gusts, and driveway-blocking drifts 
so large that if they could have been formed 
into a snowball it really would have stood a 
chance in hell. The blackout lasted for three-

I’ve never worked harder in my  
life – in order to produce  
absolutely no unnatural artificial 
human interference with the 
environment whatsoever.

“
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and-a-half days. I lasted for almost that long. 
I’ve never worked harder in my life – in order 
to produce absolutely no unnatural artificial 
human interference with the environment 
whatsoever.

We did survive, but we remained on the verge 
of hypothermia, with frost-bitten food and no 
water except from (very slowly) melting pots 
and pans full of snow.

In some ways it was our own fault. We not 
only didn’t have the woodstove any more, 
we had “remodeled” (definition: “made a 
Buckingham Palace out of”) the kitchen and 
the bathrooms, adding something like 300 
yards of new plumbing that was about to 
freeze. (Back when I was “flushing for one,” 
I had the house set up so that I could open 
a basement tap and drain the whole place in 
five minutes. Now any attempt at emptying 
the pipes would have required a PhD in 
mechanical engineering and a consulting 
team from Kohler.)

Furthermore, my in-laws had bought the 
house down the road, and I had frozen 
plumbing worries there as well. I dearly love 
my in-laws. They are wonderful people. But 
not so wonderful that they weren’t spending 
the winter in Florida.

My wife bundled the six-year-old, the toddler, 
the baby, the Filipino au pair (probably 
wishing her Green Card away), and herself 
into the bedroom that was most in the lee 
of the blizzard. I made a fire that would 
have done 1871 Chicago proud. The room 
temperature rose from brass-panty girdle to 
hibernating toad.

Then I built fires in the other six fireplaces, 
put on my snowshoes, made my way to 
my in-laws’ house, built fires in their two 
fireplaces, trudged home, and brought 
firewood up from our basement. Our 
basement was dug in an apparent (and nearly 
successful) attempt to get to China and has 
stairs that, when you’re facing them with an 
armload of logs, make the Spanish Steps in 
Rome seem like an ADA-compliant sidewalk 
curb cut.

By the time I’d gotten the firewood to the 
ground floor, the fires in all the fireplaces were 
too low to toast s’mores.

For three days my routine was to haul wood, 
build fires, trek to the in-laws’, build more 
fires, trek back, drink a coffee mug full of 
scotch, pass out on the floor in front of the 
fireplace in our living room, and wait for the 
cold to wake me up. Repeat.

After 72 hours, I passed out for good. After 
78 hours, the power came back on. We 
bought a generator. (So did the in-laws.)

Buying a generator resulted, of course, in no 
notable winter power outages for the next 
several years. Then the power went all the way 
out. For weeks. In an ice storm of Quaternary 
glaciation ilk.

Everything visible from the top of our 
ridge across the ten miles of river valley was 
covered in an inch-thick glittering transparent 
crystalline rime. It was very beautiful. For a 
moment. Then, with the weight of the ice, 
everything visible began to break. There was a 
sound like the Brobdingnagians of Gulliver’s 
Travels pouring milk on Rice Krispies the size 



of the Lincoln Monument into a bowl as wide 
as Lake Tahoe. Trees snapped, phone poles 
crackled, and power transformers popped. 
After that, with a big crash, the woods around 
our house fell across our driveway.

But we had a generator! All was well. For a 
moment. What we didn’t have was gasoline 
to run it. Although the generator had been 
sitting idle and had a full tank, that tank held 
just half a gallon, which would last us only 
about six hours. I had gas cans in the garage. 
They were empty. I needed to siphon gasoline 
from our cars.

I found a length of plastic tubing – a “Tijuana 
credit card” we called it when I was a teenager 

(and a petty criminal). But I was woefully out 
of practice in petty criminality. It had been 
50 years since I’d “liberated” gasoline from a 
car. In the meantime, car manufacturers had 
equipped gas tank filler necks with something 
called an “anti-rollover valve.” In theory this 
prevents gas from spilling out of the tank if 
the car flips. In practice this prevents me from 
being the petty criminal teenager I once was. 
It’s almost impossible to get a siphon past the 
anti-rollover valve. Almost impossible... but 
not completely. It took me an hour of poking 
and twisting with the plastic tube. Then I 
forgot that the key to sucking gas out of a 
gas tank is to quit sucking at just the right 
moment. That moment passed me by.

If you ever say to me that some cheap hootch 
or bad cocktail “tastes like a mouthful of 
gasoline,” you are – I’ll tell you to your face 
– lying. If, on the other hand, you say to me 
that a mouthful of gasoline is a good way to 
stop smoking, you’re telling the truth. I had 
to quit for three hours for safety’s sake.

The other problem with siphoning gas from 
my wife’s Suburban and my Jeep was that 
there wasn’t much gas to siphon. My wife 
– who thinks fuel gauges are prone to false 
panics – had been driving around on empty. 
And I think “E” means “Eh – there are a 
couple of gallons left.”

Thus I had to clear the timber on the 
driveway and go find gasoline. Before I’d 
even gotten my chainsaw started I found out 
that my insulated Sorel Caribou boots could 
put Tonya Harding back into World Figure 
Skating Championship competition, if she 
can find a skating rink that slopes downhill 
as steeply as my driveway. After I’d gotten my 

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

If you ever say to me that  
some cheap hootch or bad  
cocktail “tastes like a mouthful 
of gasoline,” you are – I’ll tell 
you to your face – lying.

“
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chainsaw started I found out that chainsawing 
on ice made me eligible to file an OSHA 
workplace health hazard complaint against 
myself. I would have died a mangled death if 
it weren’t for the fact that using a chainsaw on 
ice-encrusted tree limbs is as effective as using 
a chainsaw on concrete rebar.

One thing, however, ice has going for it is 
that’s it’s “slippery as ice.” Using the natural 
form of kinetic energy known as being 
overweight I was able to slide away enough of 
the fallen trees to let my Jeep pass. Which it 
did, like a luge. Austrian luger Manuel Pfister 
reached a top speed of 96 mph on a track in 
Whistler, Canada, during a practice run for 
the 2010 Winter Olympics. But I may hold 
the world record.

The drive into the closest town in the river 
valley, without ice storm obstructions, takes 
15 minutes. With ice storm obstructions 
it took an hour and a half and included an 
encounter with the severe sag of what must 
have been the only live power line left in the 
region. I have a front turn signal on my Jeep 
that is still permanently blinking.

The electricity was out in town. No gas 
stations were operating. I made my way to 
the next town down the valley. There, one gas 
station had auxiliary power. The line for the 
pump was a mile long.

My generator was running low on fuel back at 
the house. The needle on my Jeep’s gas gauge 
had flopped over to the left of empty and 
disappeared from sight. Did I go home and 
reenact the drunken drudgery and resulting 
catatonic state of three years before? Or 
did I abandon my family and go in search 

of gasoline with a faint hope that my wife 
(of very slender build) and three kids could 
get enough firewood up from the basement 
suburbs of Shanghai to keep themselves from 
freezing to death?

I listened to the radio. The newscaster said 
thousands of people were without power. 
The power company estimated power-line 
repair would take three weeks. The baby was 
now four and could probably help with the 
firewood. I abandoned my family.

I drove west, up out of our valley and into the 
low hills on its far side. And there on those 
hills I discovered one more thing about nature 
that isn’t worth a damn. She’s utterly fickle.

The spectacular ice storm had encompassed 
our entire river valley, but it had encompassed 
only our entire river valley. At the westward 
hills, the storm had simply given up and quit 
leaving nothing but a dusting of snow on the 
ground.

In a way I was disappointed by nature’s 
lack of ambition, scope, and drive. If I had 
a spectacular ice storm like that going, I 
wouldn’t have been satisfied until everyone 
from Kansas to Quebec and Boston to Boca 
Raton was living inside the Good Humor 
truck. But that would be unnatural.

Besides, in this case, I was gratified by the 
fickle uselessness of nature. I saw a gas station 
with its lights on and no line at the pump. I 
drove up and, with great excitement, shouted 
at the sullen, pimply kid in the cashiers’ 
booth, “DO YOU HAVE GASOLINE?”

“We’re a f***gas station,” said the kid. I was 
back in the artificial world.
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Claude Juncker visited the White House 
to work out a trade agreement, but trade 
relations between the U.S. and China remain 
stalled... The latest war of words has the US 
placing 25% tariffs on an additional $200 
billion worth of Chinese exports.

China has threatened a tit-for-tat retaliatory 
response, but the local Chinese markets have 
been the clear losers. The Shanghai stock 
market is down roughly 18% in 2018, and the 
yuan was down 3% versus the dollar in July.

Dollar strength and rising interest rates have 
weighed on other emerging markets as well... 
Turkey, South Africa, and Argentina are the 
“canaries in the coal mine,” as each wrestles 
with weak currencies and huge debts... and 
their bills will become more expensive in a 
rising rate environment.

WHY YOU WANT TO OWN U.S. STOCKS...

As second-quarter earnings season winds 
down, S&P 500 earnings estimates continue 
to move up.

According to data firm FactSet, 79% of 
reporting companies have had a positive 
earnings surprise, while 72% have had a 
positive sales surprise. If this earnings trend 
holds, it will be the second-highest quarterly 

growth rate since 34.1% growth in 
the third quarter of 2010.

Recent data also indicates 
that money managers remain 
underinvested in U.S. stocks and 
holding around 5% cash versus 

CORPORATE EARNINGS DROVE GROWTH, 
U.S. INDEXES PERFORMED...

The S&P 500 Index was up 3.72% for the 
month of July, led by industrials, financials, 
and consumer staples. All eleven S&P 500 
sectors managed a monthly profit, with the 
above leading sectors up 5% or more.

The reason for the gains – the best since 
January – was corporate earnings. Ninety-
one percent of S&P companies that reported 
earnings beat second-quarter estimates, and 
U.S. corporate earnings growth is on-pace to 
be up 24.6%, year over year.

Manufacturing results were also on firm 
footing, with the most recent Purchasing 
Manager’s index (PMI) data showing 
continued growth in U.S. manufacturing.

The factors above resulted in U.S. second-
quarter GDP rising 4.1% on an annualized 
basis.

U.S. bonds sold off on the positive news, 
driving the 10-year yield back above 3%, and 
a stronger dollar saw gold trading at 2018 
lows while also putting further pressure on oil 
prices.

THE REST OF THE WORLD LAGGED U.S. 
PERFORMANCE...

The MSCI EAFE (Europe, 
Australia, Asia, and the Far East) 
Index was up 2.4% for the month, 
but still down 2% year to date.

European Union president Jean-

WHAT MOVED 
THE MARKET

THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT MATTERED 
FOR THE MARKET LAST MONTH

For real-
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the 10-year average of 4.5%. If the market 
refuses to pull back, at some point they will 
invest. And if the market does pull back, 
there’s a good chance any sell-off will be 
short lived.

According to a recent Bank of America 
survey, one of the sticking points holding 
back asset managers is the fear of a global 
growth implosion and the threat of a trade 
war. The more sensational the trade-war 
news cycle becomes, the more they worry.

WHAT MOVED 
THE MARKET
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Money managers are expecting the worst 
from the trade war, and their “near full” cash 
holdings are evidence of this... If they thought 
the trade war was a home run for U.S. assets 
and investments, they’d be putting their 
money to work.

The turmoil and angst around trade sanctions 
has asset and money managers fearing the 
worst... but growth and earnings in the U.S. 
remain strong. And with most asset managers 
underinvested, it’s a good time to own U.S. 
stocks.

August 23

Markit releases its preliminary 
manufacturing, services, and composite 
PMI data in the U.S. and the eurozone. This 
is a vital gauge for judging the state of 
global growth.

August 29

The U.S. releases its second round of 
second-quarter GDP data. This is a key 
gauge for the health of the U.S. economy 
and will confirm whether the recent 
acceleration in growth is accurate.

September 4

The Institute for Supply Management 
releases its Manufacturing, New Orders, 
Prices Paid, and Employment data. 
It’s widely followed and judged to be 
an important near-term barometer of 
economic activity. The data is based on 
the responses of 300 purchase and supply 
chain executives across the country.

September 7

The Bureau of Labor Statistics releases its 
monthly update on unemployment and 
job gains. Money managers are watching 
this gauge to judge the underlying 
fundamentals of the U.S. economy.
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WHAT COULD 
POSSIBLY  

GO WRONG?

U.S. households are still paying for the 
2008 recession...

According to research from the Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco, America never 
made up the growth it lost in the 2008 global 
financial crisis.

Today, GDP remains well below its 2007 
trend, and it’s unlikely the economy will 
ever make up that lost ground. Fed research 
estimates that the 2008 recession lowered 
output so much – about 7 percentage points 
more than in a mild recession – that the 
average American will take a $70,000 hit to 
their income over their lifetime.

The researchers also noted that the effects 
of financial markets on the economy are 
asymmetrical... A financial shock will slow 
down economic growth in good times, 
but favorable financial conditions won’t 
necessarily stimulate economic activity in bad 
times.

“Financial market disruptions can have large 
costs in terms of societal welfare by causing 
persistent losses in the level of GDP,” the 
study concluded.

And there was other troubling news from the 
Fed this month...

U.S. consumers are still binging on debt...

The Federal Reserve’s Board of Governors 
reports that consumer credit outstanding grew 
about 4.5% in the second quarter, and total 
consumer debt now sits at $3.91 trillion... 
nearly 50% higher than the previous credit-
cycle peak of $2.67 trillion in the summer  
of 2008.

As has been the case of late, both student  
and auto loans jumped to new all-time 
highs of $1.53 trillion and $1.13 trillion, 
respectively. And revolving credit – which 
includes mostly credit-card debt – rose to 
more than $1 trillion. This is a new record for 
the second quarter, and second only to the 

Financial follies and disaster in the making
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fourth quarter of last year – which tends to 
see a seasonal spike due to holiday spending – 
as the highest ever.

Sooner or later, this boom will turn to bust, 
as they always do. A huge amount of this 
debt will go bad, and another crisis will likely 
follow. Of course, what is far less certain  
is when.

It’s incredibly difficult to predict the timing 
of these events. And while there are plenty of 
reasons to be cautious today, most measures 
of credit-market stress remain relatively low to 
date... But this trend can’t go on forever. And 
while U.S. inflation and the dollar remain 
somewhat stable...

The markets finally ‘woke up’ to the 
problems in Turkey...

The country’s currency – the lira – has been 
falling for months. Through Thursday, August 
9, it had plunged a massive 32% versus the 
dollar this year... a huge move for even an 
emerging currency. And yet, global markets 
had largely shrugged it off. Until Friday,  
that is...

The lira plunged another 15% to close the 
week, bringing its year-to-date loss to nearly 
45%. And markets began to worry.

Like other emerging market crises of the past, 
this one is largely due to excessive borrowing 
and foolish government policies. Turkey has 
been one of the fastest-growing economies in 
the world recently, even outperforming China 
and India last year. In the second quarter 
of 2018, the country reported 7.22% GDP 
growth.

But that expansion was fueled by foreign-
currency debt.

Making matters worse, inflation in the 
Turkish economy hit 16% in July... much 
greater than its central bank’s target of 5%. 
Raising interest rates could have helped stem 
the massive increase, but Turkish President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan has said he’s in favor 
of lower interest rates to continue driving 
growth.

All told, Turkey has racked up hundreds of 
billions in U.S. dollar-denominated debt... 
And since the debt must be paid back in 
dollars, it becomes more and more expensive 
to service as the lira weakens.

This, in turn, pushes up the country’s 
borrowing costs as concerns about its 
economy grow, creating a vicious cycle.

So why should global markets worry?

The answer has to do with the risk of 
“contagion,” not only to other emerging 
markets that are heavily dependent on dollar-
denominated debt, but also to Europe. Banks 
in Spain and Italy are particularly exposed to 
this debt.

If the lira continues to fall, Turkey is likely 
to default on some or all of its debt. This 
could lead to a new round of problems in 
the “weakest links” of the European banking 
system, and risks pushing the euro back into 
crisis.

A record $4 trillion of U.S. consumer debt... 
$70,000 of lost lifetime income... and a 
Turkish debt spiral...

What could possibly go wrong?
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Re: Our Newest Readers 
Weigh In
I have been following your writings for a 

long time, back in the Rolling Stone days, 

and am looking forward to reading your 

opinions on the world as it is today. – Skip T.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Skip, if only my 
opinions were printable! But, sorry, we try 
to make American Consequences a family 
publication.

I’ve been a P.J. O’Rourke fan for a few 

decades, and I look forward to seeing a 

magazine built around his brand of sensible 

yet irreverent commentary. – Robert G., PhD.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Robert, that means a 
lot to me. And the more so because the closest 
I ever came to a PhD was a 1960s-era degree 
in “Street Pharmacology.”

Re: Why the Best Books Turn 
Into the Worst Movies
July issue of American Consequences

Exhibit A for this phenomenon is The Bonfire 

of the Vanities, which I remember from 

reading in my business-school days when 

released. Tom Wolfe was one of the greats 

of American literature, and Brian De Palma 

was one of the worst American filmmakers. 

What could possibly go wrong? – Kevin B.

John Podhoretz comment: What went wrong 
is that Brian De Palma is an idiot, and so 

is its screenwriter, Michael Cristofer. Julie 
Salamon’s book, The Devil’s Candy, reveals 
their idiocy page after delicious and horrifying 
page. So, basically, don’t let idiots have at 
really good novels.

Re: Reading the Wealth of 
Nations All the Way Through
July issue of American Consequences

I must say your article hasn’t given me the 

motivation to read Wealth of Nations. Hence 

I never have read this, but once again after 

reading I decided not to buy this book. – Al M.I.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Al, have I got deal 
for you! Back in 2007 I read the Wealth of 
Nations in its entirety (plus most of the rest 
of Smith’s works), and wrote On the Wealth 
of Nations (“A Minor Mister Opines upon a 
Master’s Magnum Opus”). My book, if I do 
say so myself, moves along at a somewhat 
snappier pace than the original. (I read it all 
so that you don’t have to read it at all!)

Re: The Coastals vs. the 
Heartlanders
June issue of American Consequences

PJ, you’re a wonderfully sarcastic wit, and 

I’ve loved your humor since I snuck copies 

of National Lampoon into my catholic school 

locker. (The religion issue still burns in hell 

somewhere.) I’ve been catching up on past 

issues of American Consequences and was 
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kinda ticked off at your June Heartland vs. 

Coastal editorial.

I’m an East Coast boy, raised in Maryland, 

educated all over the place, and now 

in Georgia, and although I agree that 

making fun of the Gwyneth Paltrow-esque 

“coastal elite” is fun to read, it’s as much 

of a caricature as the wisdom-spewing old 

farmer in the John Deere hat. Yes – some 

folks in the heartland know where the food 

in Kroger comes from, but they also believe 

in angels, and I wouldn’t let them crowd-

think the pentagon’s missions. Conversely, 

many of us “over-educated” Coastals fish 

and hunt, drink too much beer, and read 

Vonnegut in tree stands... and still think 

critically about almost everything (it’s a curse).

My point is that trying to mono-classify 

either is trying to polarize – and that crap 

needs to end. It’s too easy; it’s Bill Maher-

simple and it only helps to set the concrete. 

You’re right that the Heartland goes for 

Trump because they “hate the coastal 

elites,” but that’s because they’ve been sold 

caricatures that are easy to hate. We’re now 

in a place where fundamentalist Christians 

give a serial philanderer and high-paying 

“john” a pass and blindly prop him as 

president, and people angry at the Wall 

Street con-artists and thieves want the “99% 

to be the 1%”... despite knowing the math! 

American Consequences is a useful and 

informative resource – but please try to limit 

the building of a crowd and then playing to 

it. Or at least keep the safety on while giving 

a trigger warning. – Yer Pal, Bill K.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Bill, much as I love 
an argument, I’m forced to admit that I 
agree with everything you say. (Except about 
the angels. There’s one that, for years, has 
been watching over me every time I start my 
chainsaw.) I can say that we were just trying 
to be funny. (Which is true – although it’s 
not up to us to judge whether we succeeded.) 
But what I can also say – and I’m not trying 
to be funny here – is that humor is first and 
foremost a destructive art. It can be enjoyable 
sometimes, but it shouldn’t be mistaken for 
any kind of righteous virtue, brilliant insight, 
or positive action. This is something that Bill 
Maher (and we humorists who are much less 
talented than Bill, which is most of us) should 
always keep in mind.

Re: Grim News on Social 
Security
July 18 issue of American Weekly Consequences

You continue to promote the falsehood that 

there exists a “Trust Fund”. This so-called 

fund is a bunch of IOUs representing the fact 

that Congress starting in the Reagan years, 

decided to spend the excess on general 

revenues. Social Security runs into a crisis 

point in about 2025 when worker revenues 

equal retiree’s collection. At this point the 

Congress will have to decide to either raise 

FROM OUR INBOX
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Send us a message, question, or criticism at 
feedback@americanconsequences.com
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the tax or lower the benefit. There is no 

investment of Social Security funds so the 

comparison with market investment is not 

valid. – Richard B.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Whoa, Richard. You’ll 
never hear anything about a Social Security 
“Trust Fund” from me. Money itself is a 
government IOU. The government can’t 
create a trust fund by saving its own IOUs 
any more than I could create a trust fund by 
writing “I get a big chunk of money when I 
turn 21” on a piece of paper. Social Security 
is just such a piece of paper, except it reads, 
“You get a big chunk of money when you 
turn 65, the government promises.” Consult 
American Indians for a further discussion of 
government promises.

Steven Longenecker comment: Richard, that 
was all me – I mentioned that Social Security 
was “dipping into its trust fund... which will 
run out by 2034” in the weekly update linked 
in the title. In my defense, real or not, that’s 
what Social Security calls it. I’m with P.J. on 
the worth of government promises, though.

Re: ‘The Carnage to Come’
July 11 issue of American Weekly Consequences

I just finished reading The Great Terror (about 

Stalin), and then I saw Jim B’s comment. 

I know I’m ignorant of a lot, but I get the 

impression (from the comments that you 

post) that a lot of people are even more 

ignorant. I mean Stalin started by murdering 

his opponents but moved onto his 

supporter’s just to make sure everyone was 

afraid of him. Stalin’s rise was almost 100 

years ago, but after reading Red Notice by 

Bill Browder, it sounds like Russian leaders 

are still fine with murdering whoever gets in 

their way. – Evan W.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Evan, there ain’t nothing 
ignorant about being right. And you are. I 
wish I could put you in touch with a certain 
president of the United States on this subject.

The reader “Jim” and his harangue 

against America really irks me. If he lives 

in Afghanistan or Syria, I can forgive his 

ignorance and even his arrogance. If he lives 

in the States, my first response would be 

“shame on you.” No matter where you live, 

“Jim,” if you hate us so much you should 

avoid us and all things American. If you live 

in America, move. I hear Venezuela has a 

socialist nanny state. Go there.

Oh, and stop reading American publications. 

In fact, stop using all of the products 

America has ever produced. To do that you’ll 

need to give up computers, cell phones, the 

Internet, television (and computer monitors) 

and even indoor plumbing. Basically, to 

avoid all things American, “Jim,” you’ll end up 

in the Middle Ages. If you can find a country 

like that, since you hate the rich, you’ll be a 

serf, subject to the whims of royalty. Have 

fun with that.

If there never was an America, would 

someone else have eventually invented 

democracy and all those wonderful 

technologies somewhere else? Who cares? 

They were invented here. The greatest most 

powerful nation in the history of man is so 

https://americanconsequences.com/the-carnage-to-come-millennials-for-socialism-recession-risk-grows/
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great because of its founding principles that 

protect the individual’s right to life, liberty 

and the pursuit of happiness, combined 

with a system of laws that impose individual 

responsibility and grant individual rewards 

including property rights.

“Least empathetic?” Ask the Germans and 

the Japanese about America. If they know 

their history they will recall that America 

literally rebuilt their nations after defeating 

them in World War II. We did it at great 

expense and by sending them some of our 

best people, the ones who survived the war 

they started.

“Jim,” read statistics about charitable 

giving. You’ll find that Americans give 

more voluntarily than anyone and that 

conservatives are far more generous than 

the America-haters on the far left. Talk about 

“self-centered.” For heaven’s sake, “Jim,” 

stop complaining, forget yourself and get to 

work. If you’re unhappy, look in the mirror.

If you live in America, you are still the 

master of your own destiny, in spite of all 

the damage the left has done. Each of us 

is in America, and there are consequences 

for idleness just as there are rewards for 

individual courage, effort and ingenuity. 

That’s how things work here.

If you want someone to erase natural 

consequences and make everyone exactly 

the same, good luck with that. It ain’t gonna 

happen, not in America or anywhere else in 

this world. – Frank H.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: No comment needed, 
Frank. What you say!

Comparing tax receipts to population 
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percentages (“the lowest 60% of America 

only pays about 17% of the bill”) is 

immaterial. Taxes are levied on economic 

activity and not drawing breath. Therefore, a 

substantially more relevant representation 

of relative tax burdens is to compare income 

to tax burden and see if there are substantial 

disparities. There are not. A meaningful look 

into the ITEP data you referenced shows that 

lowest 60% of Americans make just over 21% 

of the income and pay about 17% of the tax 

burden. The ITEP data is as follows:

 Share of Share of   Total Taxes 
 Total Total Disparity as a % 
 Income Taxes  of Income 

Lowest 20% 3.3% 2.0% -1.3% 19.1%
Second 20% 6.9% 5.1% -1.8% 23.1%
Middle 20% 11.1% 9.8% -1.3% 27.5%
Fourth 20% 18.6% 18.4% -0.2% 30.8%
Next 10% 14.2% 14.8% 0.6% 32.3%
Next 5% 10.1% 10.7% 0.6% 33.0%
Next 4% 14.2% 15.3% 1.1% 33.4%
Top 1% 21.7% 23.8% 2.1% 34.1%

When you look at total tax burdens in 

relation to the amount of income, you find 

a very mildly progressive structure. It is a 

widely held but incorrect myth that higher 

earners pay massively, or even remotely, 

disproportionate taxes. You wonder why a 

reckoning is coming? These types of lies are 

priming the pump. – Patrick M.F.

Steven Longenecker comment: You look at 
that table and focus on the disparity, labeling 
it “very mildly progressive”? I see a huge 
“spread” between what the bottom 40% 
pays in taxes compared with income (about 
21%) and the top 40% (31%). And that 
mild disparity? It’s not so small once you 
quit breaking out the top percentages into 
increasingly tiny segments...
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The problem here is that the lowest 40% don’t 
have much income. And that is a problem. 
But taxing the rich more (or poorer folks less) 
isn’t going to solve it. And again, this is our 
current system... We’d hate to see how much 
“more fair” we’ll have to get to pay for all the 
free-money promises that will come from the 
progressive left in the coming years.

Re: Who Pays for Freedom?
July 4 issue of American Weekly Consequences

Dear P.J. and Friends: I am truly amazed at 

the idiots that write you that cannot seem 

to see what is happening all around us, 

everyday. They speak of socialism as that 

it is a “new thought”; drummed up to sell 

conservative magazines. Every day we lose 

more of our rights as a state, and as a nation. 

Socialism and Communism NEVER sleep, 

and are as alive today, as in the 1950s; but 

the people cranking on you for your Patriotic 

stance on the 4th of July; want to target 

corporations, the idle rich, greed, etc. for the 

fact that some have and some do not. It is 

very easy to be a liberal or a socialist! All you 

have to do is just blame everyone for your 

lot in life, never read anything, never study, 

and never really think out anything.

I just read an article from Richard Branson 

saying that everyone should be given an 

income per month to “adjust equality”. I 

immediately wrote him, and asked for mine. 

It seems that he does not have the money 

to start bread lines, clinics, work-force 

programs and dole out monthly checks; but 

he thinks that the government everywhere 

should do it. He IS advocating socialism, but 

being filthy rich; cannot seem to understand 

that the average person is just too damn 

busy working to pay for his “ideals”. And you 

see; that is what such ideals embrace. Let 

someone else take care of me at all times.

Every country that has embraced socialism 

has starving people, no progress and total 

control of all markets... but they, too, dole out 

just enough to make it look like there is no 

problem. Where there is no capitalism; there 

are no jobs and there are starving people.

Yes, we have problems here. Corruption is 

everywhere; but socialism just puts more 

corrupted people at the top. Too bad the 

people who chastise you for your views 

cannot process this. – Lauran F.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Lauran, the only thing I 
can add to what you say is a request that you say 
it louder. Get up on a rooftop (or the social media 
equivalent thereof ) and shout it to the world!

Our nation can afford it all, as it can pay any 

debt that is in our unit of account.

The real worry is, are there going to be adequate 

resources to satisfy the demand when those 

checks are sent out? Funny, it wasn’t “pie in 

the sky” until Reagan and Thatcher – who 

introduced the proven failure of supply side, 

exchange value economics. – Matthew M.C.

 Share of Share of   Total Taxes 
 Total Total Disparity as a % 
 Income Taxes  of Income 

Lowest 40% 10.2% 7.1% -3.1% 21.1%
Middle 20% 11.1% 9.8% -1.3% 27.5%
Top 40% 78.8% 83.0% 4.2% 31.3%
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P.J. O’Rourke comment: Matthew, I not sure 
quite where you’re going with this. For 
most of human history “Demand Side” 
economics was the rule – as in, hungry bellies 
demanding to be filled. Then came modern 
capitalism and the industrial revolution, and 
suddenly there was a supply of the good things 
in life. But no supply of anything is infinite. 
And, as Margaret Thatcher said, “Sooner or 
later you run out of other people’s money.”

Re: A Few Political E-Mails
How many politicians donate part or all of 

their salaries to the veterans? Oh... I know 

one. He is Donald J. Trump. President of the 

United States of America. How much did 

Hillary, Obama, Schumer, Pelosi, and their ilk 

donate? Just asking. – Charlie F.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: As well you might ask, 
Charlie. I believe the answer, rounded out, is 
“not much.”

Steven Longenecker comment: I’d note that 
President Obama did donate about one year’s 
worth of salary (nearly $400,000) to the 
Fisher House Foundation, which supports 
families of veterans. 

As for Hillary and Bill Clinton... well, 
they’ve given a fair amount (more than $18 
million) to charity, but it was mostly directed 
“down the street” to their Clinton Family 
Foundation... That foundation gave about 
$100,000 to organizations which benefit 
veterans... but it gave millions to the Clinton’s 
better-known charitable venture, the Bill, 
Hillary and Chelsea Clinton Foundation. In 
total, it has collected more than $2 billion 
since it was formed... and given essentially 

nothing to veterans groups according to an 
investigation by the Washington Times in 2016.

In my opinion no public university president 

or administrator or professor should receive 

more than 3 times the median income for 

the local public. Those who can’t accept 

that should find another line of work. Those 

who do accept that will more than likely be 

better humans than those who won’t. The 

best people are usually not the greediest.

Or any public servant, for that matter. No 

politician should receive any more than this 

either from the public taxes. And those who 

represent us should be like us. If they have 

assets on their own that make them what 

would be considered to be wealthy, they 

should receive no more than the median 

from the state and should donate even that 

to charity or back to the state. Perhaps the 

wealthy should not even be considered for 

public office if they take pay for it. If they are 

successful on their own why should they ride 

on the public dole? I think this would do a 

lot to reverse the corruption in government, 

along with making all payments from 

lobbyists direct and indirect illegal.

I think it is simple. Divest the elites from the 

public dole. – Roger S.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Roger, I take your 
point. Unfortunately, elite greed is focused 
much more on power than on pelf. I’m all in 
favor of taking the rich and the influential off 
the public dole. But I’m even more in favor 
of limiting the power of politicians in our 
government and the power of bad ideas in our 
universities.
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“In the past 30 minutes, we 
have probably driven over 

100 million barrels of oil.”

A few weeks ago, I spent some time traveling 
around Texas with my good friend Cactus 
Schroeder. Cactus has been drilling oil for 
more than 30 years and is the president 
of Chisholm Exploration, an oil and gas 
development and exploration company. He 
knows everyone in the industry, and they 
all call him for advice. As we drove around 
Texas oilfields that week, he took a call from 
a Houston Chronicle reporter asking Cactus’ 
outlook on the oil sector, OPEC, and where 
prices are heading. Others called wanting 
advice on land or leases.

From the cab of Cactus’ truck, I could see 
oil rigs dotting the landscape. Huge tanks 
lay nearby with pipelines gathered around. A 
vibrant flare burned high above them.

As we passed one site on the left, we would 
see another off to the right. And more lay on 
the horizon.

By Brett 
Aitken

The longer we drove, the faster the drill sites 
came. We went from seeing a drill site every 
few miles... to seeing several in as many 
minutes. “In the past 30 minutes, we have 
probably driven over 100 million barrels of 
oil,” Cactus said at one point.

I didn’t doubt it. This was the Eagle Ford 
Shale. At 400 miles long and 50 miles wide, it 
is one of America’s largest shale-rock oilfields. 
Discovered in 2008, it spreads over roughly 
30 Texas counties. And it’s oily. A recent 
study by the U.S. Geological Survey estimates 
the Eagle Ford has 8.5 billion barrels of oil in 
reserves.

Eagle Ford (along with the Permian Basin 
in West Texas) played a major role in the 
American oil renaissance that has gone on for 
the past 10 years.

The Permian in West Texas is America’s largest 
oil play and produces more than 3.5 million 
barrels per day (bpd). And it’s growing... 
Reports indicate it will hit more than 4 
million bpd by 2023. Our bet is sooner.

The Ghawar of Saudi Arabia is the biggest 
oil field, producing 5.8 million bpd. With 
around 85,000 square miles of quality light 

I now know what the “Fifth Avenue of Oil” looks like.
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The remarkable thing about the Austin Chalk 
is it has been hiding in plain sight. The rock 
formation lies atop the Eagle Ford. Most of 
the drilling we saw on our drive was likely 
tapping the Eagle Ford shale below. But the 
dynamic is shifting, and drillers are about to 
attack the Austin Chalk in earnest.

Reports suggest the Austin Chalk holds 
about 4 billion barrels of recoverable crude 
and about 16 trillion cubic feet of gas. But it 
will likely be a lot more than that... It almost 
always is.

That’s why I was in Texas. Cactus identified 
the opportunity in the Eagle Ford play back 
in 2010 – before any serious production 
began. Back then, the region produced around 
50,000 bpd. He said it was so large it could 
become one of the largest oilfields in the 
history of the United States. And he was right.

He knew because he owned acreage there. 
The big firms were drilling all around him. 
Today, the Eagle Ford produces more than 
1.4 million barrels per day and climbing.

So when Cactus called to tell me about new 
activity in this forgotten oil play, it caught my 
attention.

THE INDUSTRY IS  
SUDDENLY FOCUSED ON  
THE AUSTIN CHALK

If you’re thinking to yourself, “Why now?” 
then you’re asking the right question.

If we’re 10 years into the American oil 
renaissance... and we knew about the Austin 
Chalk for decades before that... and we’ve 

crude that’s cheap to extract, the Permian is 
within reach of becoming the world’s largest 
oil play.

As we approached the town of Kenedy, 
Cactus mentioned that just a few years ago 
this tiny place had little more than a post 
office and gas station. Today, car dealerships, 
retailers, and fast-food chains flank the streets. 
An oil fest is going on in Kenedy. Everyone 
is busy. Big, brand-new cars roam the streets. 
Shops and restaurants are full.

We stopped for lunch at a roadhouse called 
Jerry B’s on the outskirts of the city. Right 
at noon, the parking lot was filling up. We 
grabbed one of the few tables available.

As we chatted, I told Cactus, “The past two 
hours was like a shopping spree for oil... And 
we had just strolled down the equivalent 
of Fifth Avenue.” The only difference is 
that in Oil Country, world-class petroleum 
companies control the streets instead of high-
end jewelry and fashion stores.

“That’s Texas,” he replied with a grin.

Cactus had plenty of oil stories to share with 
me that week. But this particular day, he 
seemed more excited than usual. Before the 
trip, he told me how he was hearing more and 
more about a new field... And he explained 
it’s not so much new as forgotten.

It’s called the Austin Chalk.

Given the recent activity there by large 
operators – like EOG Resources and 
multinational ConocoPhillips – expect to 
hear a lot more about this play in the coming 
months and years.
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had to drill through it to get to all the oil in 
the Eagle Ford Shale... then why are we only 
getting around to the Austin Chalk now?

It’s true. Since the 1990s, the Austin Chalk 
has remained mostly untouched. Since the 
shale boom began in the mid-2000s, oil 
drillers have gone after the easiest oil to tap. 
The Permian Basin and Eagle Ford hold some 
of the best oil in the country. And those rocks 
were the most likely to give up their oil with 
new technologies, like directional drilling and 
hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”).

Given the history and complexities of the 
Austin Chalk, there were easier and cheaper 
places to extract good-quality oil. But now 
that’s changed. And it’s because of the success 
at Eagle Ford which lays right beneath it.

You see, transportation matters, too. 
Producers must be able to get their oil to 
market cheaply. Eagle Ford and Permian lie 

in historic regions and close by all the critical 
refining areas.

With production up more than 75% in 
the Permian over the past two years, some 
producers are having issues getting their oil to 
market. At about 3.5 million barrels per day 
and climbing, pipeline capacity is full. But 
we saw companies laying plenty of pipelines 
during our travels through the Midlands. It 
may be another 12 to 18 months, but the 
much-needed infrastructure is on the way.

As with the Eagle Ford, the Austin Chalk 
is near the Gulf Coast. Corpus Christi is 
a jungle of pipelines, storage tanks, and 
refineries. Plus, it has a huge port to handle 
exports. There is no place where it’s easier for 
producers to get their oil to market.

The Austin Chalk layer sits atop the Eagle 
Ford and runs from Mexico up along the Gulf 
Coast into Louisiana.

“T
H

IS
 IS

 IT” 
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Dale, on the phone. Dale is in touch with 
operators on the ground in the Austin Chalk. 
We wanted to hear what he had to say about 
the Chalk play and how the best oil drilling 
companies are making it work.

His take: Some of the best operators are 
already there, some with bigger wells than 
most everyone else. These wells are going 
down roughly 12,000 feet, and then more 
than 9,000 feet horizontal. The normal 
horizontal well is about half that. That 
improves the economics right there.

The other thing we noticed in our travels 
was the number of well pads per site. Today, 
drillers can optimize their drilling by placing 
several well pads that enable them to slide the 
rig across, up, or down the play to maximize 
returns.

The average 30-day production rate for one 
of America’s leading producer in the Austin 
Chalk is around 3,275 BOE per day so far. 
And it is on target to complete more than 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration 
recently reported that as of January 2016, the 
Austin Chalk has about 4 billion barrels of 
technically recoverable oil. Time will tell. But 
it’s a safe bet that the actual number is much 
higher.

Government agencies have a history of 
underestimating the amount of reserves that 
lay beneath our feet in the U.S. For example, 
they originally said the Eagle Ford had 4 
billion barrels. After a decade of drilling, the 
U.S. Geological Survey reported this year the 
area has 8.5 billion barrels. By some estimates, 
we have already extracted close to 3 billion 
barrels over the past decade. Yet remarkably, 
the amount of reserves has increased.

So-called experts always underestimate human 
ingenuity. Technology constantly improves. 
And we can find new ways to extract more oil 
from more difficult reservoirs every day. Our 
bet is these experts have underestimated the 
potential at Austin Chalk as well. And by a 
wide margin.

The biggest challenge facing the Austin Chalk 
is that it’s a more complex and less permeable 
rock formation than the Eagle Ford. Research 
firm Wood Mackenzie estimates the Austin 
Chalk is roughly five times less permeable 
than Eagle Ford, which drives up drilling 
costs.

They estimate that the average well cost in the 
Austin Chalk acreage in Louisiana comes in at 
around $10 million. That’s more than double 
the cost of some Eagle Ford locations.

As we headed away from Kenedy, Cactus 
got his friend and former business partner, 
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20 wells this year. Because of its exposure 
to Eagle Ford, its infrastructure is already in 
place to drill into the Austin Chalk. It’s right 
in its sweet spot.

Plus it has access to Gulf Coast pricing. And 
exports are starting to soar...

Since 2008, U.S. oil output has more than 
doubled - to around 11 million barrels per 
day – reversing four decades of production 
declines in just 10 years. We have gone from 
customer to competitor. Earlier this year, we 
passed Saudi Arabia’s daily oil production.

Saudi Arabia was the marginal producer for 
50 years. It was the largest producer with 
the largest amount of spare capacity. It will 
continue as a top producer on a global scale.

But today, the U.S. is the marginal producer.

U.S. oil (as measured by the West Texas 
Intermediate crude benchmark) trades at a 
discount to global oil (measured by the price 
of Brent crude). That means our oil and gas 

U.S. CRUDE OIL EXPORTS

Companies 
with exposure 
to some of the 

best oil fields in 
America – like 

the Permian, 
the Eagle Ford, 
and the Austin 

Chalk – will 
profit.

production costs will set the price of oil 
globally into the future.

Going forward, regardless of whether 
OPEC tries to keep prices up or down, 
U.S. production growth will continue. 
And companies with exposure to some 
of the best oil fields in America – like the 
Permian, the Eagle Ford, and the Austin 
Chalk – will profit.

Over the past 25 years, Brett Aitken has 
worked with blue-chip companies and 
high-level business executives across 
Australia, Europe, and the U.S.

An expert at analyzing global 
businesses, Brett is currently the senior 
analyst for Stansberry's Investment 
Advisory, and a managing director 
of Stansberry Research, where he 
oversees the editorial team and various 
publications.

“T
H
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 IS
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https://stansberryresearch.com/products/stansberrys-investment-advisory
https://stansberryresearch.com/products/stansberrys-investment-advisory
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5. Most gasoline is now at least 10% 
ethanol. (This is mandated by the 
government, so it must be good for the 
environment.) Keep and save leftover 
alcohol at your house – from beer cans, 
wine bottle dregs, and what's left in the 
cocktail glasses after you've made a 
pitcher of martinis... Then pour it in your 
gas tank. If this makes your car stop 
running, that's even more energy efficient.

6. Adopt 40 large dogs to cut down on 
winter heating bills.

7. Stop watering your lawn. Lawns 
consume 15% of the water used in the 
United States. Lots of things will grow 
without watering. Weeds, for instance. Buy 
a sheep to eat them.

8. If the 40 large dogs you adopted are all 
German Shepherds, and they start fighting 
over which one of them gets to herd your 
only sheep, congratulations! You've just 
conserved the Earth's resources by not 
needing to build a fence.

1. Unplug all your "smart" appliances. 
They may be smart enough to turn 
themselves back on when you're not 
there... The clothes washer giving itself a 
relaxing soak in the tub, the dryer going 
for a spin-cycle joyride, the stove deciding 
it wants to look "hot," and the refrigerator 
trying to be "cool." This can add hundreds 
of dollars a year to your utility bills.

2. Replace standard light bulbs with 
LED bulbs. Or just go without light bulbs 
and stick your fingers directly into the light 
bulb socket, which will light up your whole 
head.

3. Sushi preparation is very energy 
efficient, but don't limit yourself to just 
raw fish. Try it with chicken and pork, too.

4. Cut your driving mileage with badly 
behaved kids. When you drop them off 
at school in the morning, just wait in the 
parking lot until they're expelled. Saves 
one round-trip each school day.

for Saving Energy 
and Protecting  
the Environment
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9. Eat the sheep. (See Tip No. 3.) Let the 
weeds grow. They'll conceal the house 
and it will never need painting again. 
This saves a lot of energy. (Yours and the 
house painter's.)

10. Board up the house windows in 
the spring, to preserve winter's cool 
temperatures indoors all summer. Then 
board up the windows in the fall to keep 
summer warmth inside all winter.

11. Air-condition your home without using 
any energy at all. Husbands, tell your 
wives, "I'm buying a Harley." Daughters, tell 
your parents, "I'm dating a pot grower. He 
says legalization is coming soon." The frost 
in the air will chill the whole house.

12. Hear that squeak from the exercise 
wheel in the gerbil cage? Why let this 

energy go to waste? Build a bigger 
exercise wheel, equip it with fan blades, 
and install it in your bedroom window.

13. Speaking of rodents, let mice insulate 
your home. I have examined fiberglass 
insulation, and I have examined mouse 
nests, and the two are highly similar – 
except that one is pink and itchy and 
the other is fluffy and smelly – but they 
probably both have the same resistance 
to conductive heat flow, or "R-value."

14. Attract mice by leaving the door of 
your unplugged refrigerator open.

15. Wear all your clothes at once. The 
extra layers will allow you to turn your 
thermostat down in the winter while the 
evaporation of heavy perspiration will 
have a cooling effect in the summer.

By P.J. O'Rourke
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LEAVING THE LIGHTS ON IN MY ENERGY 
EFFICIENT, MONEY DEFICIENT, VERY 

MUCH ON-THE-GRID HOUSE

30        August 2018
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By Tom 
Bodett

Let’s get this out of the way – Yes, I’m the guy you’ve heard saying “We’ll 
Leave the Light on for You” out of some radio every six seconds for the past 
32 years. And yes, I do leave the lights on. Why? Because I can.

I live with my family in Vermont in a great 
big, energy-sucking house on top of a 
windblown hill with a connected office and 
recording studio, woodshop, tractor shed, and 
most of the accoutrements of an all-American 
lifestyle, including a heated swimming pool – 
and I haven’t had an electric or heating oil bill 
in eight years.

What we do have is 250 running feet of 
galvanized metal framing holding a [3,000 
square-foot] array of photovoltaic (PV) panels 
splayed out in the hayfield in the general 
direction of the sun. There is a 1,000-foot-deep 
well nearer the house that we circulate water in 
and out of as 13 tons of heat-pump capacity in 
the basement borrows or loads BTUs to cool 
and heat our lives according to the season.

Not everyone can tell you the size of their 
carbon footprint, but it appears ours is a 
quarter of an acre. That may sound like 
Sasquatch proportions, but the patch of land 
that would otherwise produce $50 worth of 
hay in a year powers a higher quality of life 
than the one enjoyed by King Henry VIII. 
Granted, this is due mostly to antibiotics and 
indoor plumbing, but you know Henry would 
have literally killed for a plasma screen and a 
massage chair to go with that gout stool.

Unlike The Tudors, we do not live off-the-grid. 
Our sun-powered domain would not work 
without the grid. The industry term for what 
we have is a “grid-tied net-zero system:” We 
make as much or slightly more power than we 
use on an annual basis. The power company lets 
us feed its grid in real-time with what we don’t 
use, and sells it back to us when we need it. 
At night, for example. And through the winter.

In the months we make more juice than we 
use, the power bill shows a credit. In the winter 
months, we eat up the credit and it all starts over 
in the spring. In essence the grid is our battery, 
but instead of using lithium-ion or NiCad 
cells, our excess power is stored as money.

Our local grid infrastructure tends toward 
short, irregular power outages caused by 
wind, lightning, and idiots in cars, but we 
no longer suffer those. No more dragging the 
cold-hearted, 5,000-watt generator out of the 
shed to noisily keep the freezer from melting 
in the summer, or the pipes from freezing in 
the winter.

When the grid goes down now, a microswitch 
disconnects the load from the grid and shifts 
our critical circuits to a lead battery bank in 
the basement that will keep us in business for 
eight hours. It happens so fast we often don’t 

CLICK 
HERE  

TO READ  
THE WEB 
VERSION
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When I come up the 
driveway, I see a modern 

wonder. Rita sees an 
industrial-scale eyesore. 

The ROI on the heat pump system is greater 
than the PV because we replaced an oil-
burning boiler that sucked 2,500 gallons a 
year. When the price of oil goes up, our ROI 
does too. Never mind that the difference is 
eaten up by the cars and tractor. They are on a 
separate ledger and I don’t like to talk about it.

I will say, to our credit, that my wife and I 
were aware of being early adopters and were 
surely paying more for the system than we 
might 10 years down the road. That has 
proven to be the case. All those incentives 
are having their intended effects, and lots 
of people like us installed PV, driving down 
prices and opening the market for others.

Our installer recently confirmed that our solar 
array would cost us half today what it did 
in 2010, even with the lapse in some of the 

even notice the grid is down until we try to 
use something big like the electric sauna or a 
table saw, which are not on the critical load 
circuits. (“Critical” is a subjective term and 
the source of spirited household debate.) If an 
outage lasts longer than the batteries, they will 
automatically recharge from the solar panels 
when the sun is up. We could go on this way 
indefinitely, and sincerely hope we will never 
have to.

People often express envy that if everything 
falls apart and civilization comes crashing 
down, we’ll be able to freeze what we can 
scavenge or kill and prepare our lean stews by 
electric light while we watch Netflix. I don’t 
think so. If society comes unglued, the last 
thing I want is the house on top of the hill 
with the lights on. We’ve all seen The Walking 
Dead. Now imagine those zombies with dead 
cell phones in their greedy hands. I’ll be 
eating my raw crow in the dark, thank you.

We were on the early adopter side of things 
in 2010 and qualified for the power company 
incentives. They end up paying us more for 
the power we sell than they charge us for what 
we buy back. The idea is to encourage people 
to build solar, and this ongoing premium 
from the utilities, along with generous state 
and federal tax credits for the installation 
costs, made it fairly irresistible from a 
numbers standpoint.

Public subsidies in 2010 were about 45% of 
project costs, with 30% of that coming from 
federal tax credits and 15% from Vermont 
state rebates. Vermont’s rebate program is 
no longer in play. The federal tax credits are 
the same, but scheduled to be reduced after 
December 31, 2019.

I’d like to be able to say we did this at great 
personal sacrifice to save the planet, but in 
truth we’re not that noble. I’m happy to know 
we’re doing far less to bake the Earth than we 
used to – our size 11 carbon bootprint is now 
a tasteful petite pump – but the real reason 
we pulled the trigger on solar and ground-
source heat pumps was the 10% return 
on investment (ROI). That rate of return 
fluctuates with the price of energy, but in 
round numbers we’ll get our entire investment 
back in under 10 years, with the lion’s share of 
the useful life of the system still ahead.
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incentives. That makes it a five-year, or 20%, 
ROI at our current electric rates, which rank 
as the eighth-highest in the country. If you 
live in Louisiana, where rates are the lowest, 
your ROI will still be 10%.

Would we do it again? That depends on who 
you ask – me or my wife. I’d put up three 
more rows of panels tomorrow if she’d let me. 
I’d keep adding solar until I could charge an 
electric Volvo, a Tesla, and a plug-in pickup 
truck using nothing but sunshine that would 
otherwise be growing grass for other people’s 
horses. Sunshine to horsepower. Same 
equation, less poop.

My lovely wife – whom I will call “Rita” 
because that is what she answers to – feels 
otherwise. She loves the whole part about 
saving the planet and is not above saving the 
money. What she can’t stand is the look and 
feel of it all.

Even the 15 white pines we planted to block 
the view of the solar field from the country 
road we live on couldn’t make it right for her. 
She thinks we look like a factory or secret 
government installation, which betrays the 
very aesthetic we claim to cherish.

This debate goes far beyond our kitchen table. 
Local planning and zoning commissions 
across the country are wrestling with the visual 
impacts of this proliferation of alternative 
energy generators, widely referred to as 
“Green Sprawl.” If Rita and I ever come to 
agreement on this, I’m going to write a paper 
about it and win the Nobel Prize in Zoning.

When I come up the driveway, I see a modern 
wonder. Rita sees an industrial-scale eyesore. 

“Keep it simple,” she said: (top to bottom) Living 
green, not lean; A few hundred simple valve controls 
get it done; A shed full of inverters turns sunshine 
into house current.
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Our basement looks like the 
engine room of an attack 

submarine and it generally 
requires an engineering 

degree and a clipboard to 
solve problems. 

That little wrinkle aside, one of my goals with 
our very visible sun-propelled homestead was 
to demonstrate that you could Live Green 
without having to suffer a kale-based lifestyle. 
Recycling, composting, and ambling about 
in a Prius are not the easiest things to sell. 
It’s icky. And dopey. Ask yourself, why is it 
10 times more frustrating to wait for a Prius 
to make a left turn than any other make or 
model? Dopey.

Elon Musk rolled out his Tesla brand with 
a screaming-fast all-electric muscle car. He 
wanted people to have fun with saving the 
planet. It is fun. And if I can ever get Rita 
behind the wheel of a Tesla Roadster, she 
might let me add those solar panels yet.

Volvo into the Connecticut River. Willful 
ignorance and wishful thinking won’t cut 
it with a thing like this in your basement, 
and she knows it. It used to be the tractor, 
woodshop, and recording studio she dreaded 
dealing with if I ever have the Big One. Now 
it’s the whole damn place.

“How can I sell this house?” she says. “I can’t 
even explain it!”

Because I love her, I’d hate to put her in that 
position, so the least I can do is try to outlive 
her. I exercise more and watch what I eat. Yet 
another bonus of green energy.

You say tomato, I say 225 tons of saved 
carbon emissions.

The complexity of it also makes her 
uncomfortable. I knew this going in and 
made sure the engineers designing our system 
understood that, in order for this to work 
for Rita, it had to be a turnkey, hands-free 
operation. She wants light when she throws 
a switch, heat when she turns a thermostat, 
and a 1-800 number to call when it doesn’t 
work. They were able to accomplish this with 
a byzantine network of controls built into the 
system expressly to keep it simple. Controls 
that malfunction sometimes. Or need 
calibration. And recalibration.

And when things fail, it is never as easy as 
resetting a circuit breaker or seeing that the 
pilot light is out on the furnace and calling 
a plumber. Our basement looks like the 
engine room of an attack submarine and it 
generally requires an engineering degree and a 
clipboard to solve problems. All I have is the 
clipboard with 1-800-WTF? written across 
the top.

I happen to like puzzling through problems 
with the technicians and learning the science 
behind it all. Rita would rather drive the 

Tom Bodett is an author and broadcast 
personality heard regularly on NPR’s 
satirical weekend news quiz Wait, Wait…
Don’t Tell Me. He has been the national 
brand spokesman for Motel 6 since 
1986, which allows him to live in the 
middle of a hayfield in Windham County, 
Vermont, rather than near an actual job.

Headshot of Tom courtesy of Beowulf Sheehan
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The U.S. oil and gas industry celebrates 
two landmarks this year that few 
Americans would have ever expected. 

Crude oil production from U.S. oil fields 
has surpassed 10.5 million barrels a day – a 
number not seen since the 1970s, if ever. This 
year also marks the 10th anniversary of the 
shale revolution that started this spectacular 
rise in oil and gas production.

Today, the U.S. produces more oil per day 
than Saudi Arabia or Russia... and Texas 
alone produces more oil each day than several 
OPEC countries. Exports have been averaging 
about 1.7 million barrels a day so far this 
year, but in one week this summer, they set a 
record of 3 million barrels a day.

The U.S. is also now the No. 1 producer of 
natural gas in the world, surpassing longtime 
rival Russia. American production is about 78 
billion cubic feet a day, with gas from fields in 
Pennsylvania being exported to Europe, and 
exports in the form of liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) from fields in South Texas to Japan 
and India. The newest LNG export terminal 
just began commercial operations on the 
Chesapeake Bay this summer. Another being 
built on the Georgia coast near Savannah will 
start commissioning soon.

By Leslie 
Haines

Thanks to advanced technology, surging U.S. oil 
and gas production is being exported to dozens 
of countries around the world.

“The U.S. is becoming a major part of the 
global system,” said Jamie Webster, senior 
director for Boston Consulting Group’s Center 
for Energy Impact. “There is no question that 
the increase in U.S. energy production, both 
in oil and gas, has increased energy security – 
not just in the U.S., but globally.”

America has the oil and gas resources 
underground, the political will and capital to 
extract it safely, and the innovative technology 
to do so. The U.S. Geological Survey 
estimates the Permian Basin’s Wolfcamp Shale 
alone could contain 20 billion barrels of oil. 
The Permian is a huge subsurface geological 
basin full of oil located in far western Texas. 
Trouble is, that oil is trapped in very tight, 
nonporous rock that requires massive fracture 
stimulation, better known as “fracking,” to 
unlock its riches.

The benefits of this crude oil and natural 
gas surge are not just economic, although 
certainly states like Texas, North Dakota, 
Colorado, and Pennsylvania have enjoyed 
lower unemployment rates, high oilfield 

"There is no question that 
the increase in U.S. energy 
production, both in oil and 
gas, has increased energy 

security – not just in the 
U.S., but globally."
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Photo to left: Drilling at dusk, an Alta Mesa rig 
burrows into the Stack play in eastern Kingfisher 
County, Oklahoma. Photo courtesy: Alta Mesa 
Resources Inc.

https://americanconsequences.com/shale-revolution/


wages, and increased revenues from the 
severance taxes they levy at the wellhead.

Just as important are the geopolitical 
implications, which are far-reaching. For one, 
our imports of oil from unfriendly nations 
have declined significantly over the past 
decade, leaving U.S. diplomats in a much 
better negotiating position with producing 
nations such as Mexico, Canada, Saudi 
Arabia, Russia, Nigeria, and various other 
OPEC producers.

For another, surging oil and natural gas 
production gives the president leverage to 
ink new trade deals with Europe, China, 
and India – all big energy consumers. In 
July, Donald Trump held a trade meeting 
followed by a press conference with Jean-
Claude Juncker, president of the European 
Commission, where Trump touted the sale of 
more LNG to our European allies, which in 
turn would make them less hostage to Russian 
gas supplies.

The U.S. now ships crude 
oil to 25 countries, and end 
products such as gasoline 
and propane to more than 
100. The federal government 
lifted a decades-long ban 
on oil exports in December 
2015. Poland, for example, 
has just begun importing 
some U.S. LNG.

The situation is a far 
cry from the peak-oil 

groupthink of 2007, when the Association for 
the Study of Peak Oil and Gas held its annual 
conference in downtown Houston. There, 
nearly all the respected experts agreed the 
U.S. was going to run out of affordable oil to 
supply our ever-growing demand. One pundit 
told attendees, “If you’ve ever wanted to visit 
Australia, you’d better do it now, because in 
a few years airlines won’t have the fuel to fly 
such long flights, or those flights will only be 
affordable to the most elite.”

Today, global energy demand has risen to 
more than 98 million barrels a day, closing 
in on 100 million in a few years as the 
populations of China, India, and other 
developing nations demand more energy. 
Thanks to our ability to extract oil and gas 
from shales, we will be able to produce some 
of that needed supply.

How did this so-called shale revolution 
happen?

In 2008, Texas oilman George Mitchell’s 
firm was acquired by Devon Energy, and that 
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dramatically: Almost all wells drilled on U.S. 
soil are now productive and commercially 
viable. And most of them are fracked.

Whether in the gas fields of southeastern 
Ohio or the oil fields of New Mexico, 
producers can now drill a vertical hole two 
miles deep (way below the potable water 
table), make a 90-degree turn, and proceed 
to drill out from there another two miles 
horizontally, all while geosteering the drill 
bit to ensure it keeps turning in a tight band 
of no more than a couple feet thick. Oilmen 
say it’s like throwing a fastball two miles away 
and hitting a target the size of a refrigerator, 
just as the geologist said you should and the 
drilling engineer said you would.

FROM FRACKING TO ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

Remote-controlled drilling, big data 
analytics, fiber optics downhole, injection of 
nanoparticles, machine learning... Discussions 
about these concepts have been sweeping 
the oil patch in the past year or two. Are 
engineers and roughnecks going to be 
replaced by 25-year-old software techies? Not 
exactly, but the industry is increasingly using 
all the latest tools. It’s not just about big iron 
anymore.

Drones are used to inspect pipelines, 
refineries, and gas processing plants, while 
robots inspect subsea installations in the Gulf 
of Mexico. Rigs are automated so that fewer 
people need to be on the rig floor during the 
drilling process, and the driller sits in an air-
conditioned cabin, managing the drill bit and 
pipe with computers and a joystick. Engineers 

landmark deal married Mitchell’s pioneering 
fracking ingenuity with Devon’s larger size, 
capital, and aces in technology. Devon 
figured out how to drill horizontally in shale 
formations and then fracture them, cracking 
open fissures in the tight shale rock so that gas 
could flow. A few years later, that technology 
was applied to oil formations as well, and the 
production surge was on.

"It's like throwing a fastball 
two miles away and hitting 

a target the size of a 
refrigerator."

Geologists had always known that oil and gas 
were found in shale rock, but until then, there 
was no economically viable technology to get 
the hydrocarbons out.

Several factors converged: new and more 
advanced drilling technologies, billions of 
dollars of pipeline construction to move 
the products to market, and looser federal 
regulations.

Chalk it up to oil industry tenacity, a 
wildcatter spirit of trying new technologies on 
multimillion-dollar wells, and a willingness 
to risk huge sums of money – after all, even 
with the very best technology on the planet at 
an oil company’s disposal, Mother Nature still 
has the last word, as far as dry holes go. But 
even that dynamic has changed in the past 
two decades. It used to be that only one or 
two wells in 10 were any good – that is to say, 
commercially economic (if they even found 
oil or gas), and therefore worth producing 
instead of shutting in. Today that has changed 



can remotely monitor a well’s progress in real 
time from the office, overseeing the drilling 
of several wells at a time, each in a different 
location around the world.

Halliburton, one of the largest oilfield-service 
companies in the world, is marking its 100th 
anniversary this year. A year ago in August, 
it unveiled a new alliance with Microsoft 
“to drive digital transformation” across the 
oil patch. That’s significant because it was 
Earle Halliburton who invented fracking, 
and fracking is what has enabled the shale 
revolution.

Producers learned  
to scramble and innovate. 

Today, they drill  
wells faster, deeper, 

cheaper, and quicker. 

Look at any chart on the website of the 
Energy Information Administration (EIA), 
and you’ll see that from 2008 on, U.S. oil and 
gas production began a steep and continuous 
upward climb, even as there were some 
bumps along the way.

U.S. oil production is at an all-time high 
now, despite the fact that producers suffered 
through a crippling downturn. Global oil 
prices plunged in November 2014 from a 
high of more than $100 a barrel to a low of 
$26 by February 2016. Through the crisis 
that persisted from 2015 through 2017, 
more than 100 oil companies went bankrupt, 
thousands were laid off, and there was plenty 

of distress at some oil patch financial sources 
(banks and private equity firms from Houston 
to Manhattan).

But at the same time, producers learned to 
scramble and innovate. Today, they drill wells 
faster, deeper, cheaper, and quicker. They’ve 
reduced their well costs by as much as half. 
That means they make a better return on a 
barrel of production at $65 oil than they did 
when it was more than $100.

Oil prices have since recovered to between 
$65 and $70 per barrel at press time.

What lies ahead? Oil exports began in 
December 2015. That month, a tanker 
departed Corpus Christi loaded with South 
Texas crude produced by ConocoPhillips, and 
a second cargo left the port of Houston. The 
buyer in both cases was global commodity-
trading giant Vitol, who received the cargoes 
in France and then moved the oil by pipeline 
to two refineries it operates. At the time, 
experts said the U.S. could likely export 1 
million barrels a day – yet by summer 2018, 
the country was exporting three times that.

That’s one aspect of the shale revolution that 
continues to surprise to the upside. U.S. 
oil and gas production consistently scores 
higher than predicted, and months earlier 
than was foretold by the sages in Houston 
and Wall Street. Permian Basin oil output of 
about 2.5 million barrels a day could easily 
double, pundits say, to 5.4 million by 2023, 
a stunning increase not matched by any 
other oil-producing country. According to 
research firm IHS Markit, this would entail 
the drilling of more than 40,000 wells, if 
one assumes oil stays around $60 per barrel. 
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The firm also assumed expenditures of $308 
billion in this time frame.

The near-term challenge is building sufficient 
infrastructure to handle all this increased 
production and get it to the coast for export. 
But companies are responding. For example, 
ExxonMobil and Plains All American just 
teamed up to build a new pipeline from the 
Permian Basin to the Texas coast, with the 
capacity to move some 1 million barrels a day 
of crude oil and condensate for exports. It’s 
one of a handful of new pipeline projects of a 
similar size that are underway or proposed... 
All told, pipeline companies Plains All 
American Pipeline, Epic Midstream, and 
Phillips 66 have plans to add some 1.8 million 
barrels per day of combined capacity by late 
2019, to take advantage of surging demand.

The port of Corpus Christi is floating a 
new bond issue to expand its terminal and 
docking facilities to handle greater amounts 
of crude and natural gas for export, and 
to accommodate larger vessels with deeper 
drafts. A Houston pipeline company, 
Enterprise Products Partners, has floated the 
idea of creating an offshore oil port in the 
deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico to enable 

Leslie Haines is executive editor at 
large for Hart Energy in Houston, 
and was editor in chief of its flagship 
magazine, Oil and Gas Investor, for more 
than 30 years. In addition to residing in 
Houston, she has lived in the oil patch 
cities of Denver; Williston, North Dakota; 
and Midland, Texas.

They survived the oil  
price crash of 2014 

and OPEC's attempt to 
manipulate the market. 

Now, they are producing 
so much that OPEC has 

had to recognize the value 
of shale production. 

the very largest crude carriers to load up on 
American oil without coming into port.

Of course, any serious dip in oil or gas 
prices could derail all this progress, at least 
temporarily. Then too, a trade war between 
the U.S. and China, one of the main buyers 
of LNG, could affect the industry as well. 
Already, pipeline companies are asking Trump 
for waivers on the tariffs on imported steel. If 
China were to place a tariff on U.S. crude, the 
U.S. could be knocked out of that market.

Trade disputes constitute bad news for 
importers and exporters, said Fatih Birol, 
head of the International Energy Agency, in 
June, when releasing an IEA report on global 
gas industry trends.

Nevertheless, American producers will 
continue to drill this year and for many years 
into the future. The U.S. industry has up to 
500,000 already-identified locations left to 
drill, based on their current knowledge of 
the rock and the technology they can bring 
to bear. They survived the oil price crash of 
2014 and OPEC’s attempt to manipulate the 
market. Now, they are producing so much 
that OPEC has had to recognize the value of 
shale production. The U.S. has a seat at the 
table.
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It’s no surprise  
that the war  

rocked global 
energy markets.

Big Middle East wars are 
often catastrophic for  
global oil supplies.
This makes sense. The Middle East accounts 
for more than 40% of global oil exports. So, a 
big conflict in the Middle East often triggers a 
big spike in the price of oil.

Take the 1973 “oil shock,” for example. Oil 
prices suddenly spiked... roughly quadrupling 
in a matter of weeks.

Today, we could be on the verge of an oil 
crisis even worse than that. That’s because 
regional tensions are growing in the Middle 
East. Specifically, the conflict between Iran 
and Israel – and their allies – is quickly 
getting worse.

As I’ll explain in a moment, this conflict 
could soon explode, causing a sudden spike in 
the price of oil.

But first, let’s take a quick look at the first two 
oil shocks to see how this could all play out.

THE FIRST TWO OIL SHOCKS

In 1973, Israel was battling Egypt and Syria 
in the Yom Kippur War. In response to U.S. 
support for Israel, the Organization of the 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
placed an embargo on oil exports to the U.S. 
and several other countries. It also cut oil 
production.

This triggered the first oil shock. The price of 
oil nearly quadrupled. It jumped from around 
$3 per barrel to around $12.

The second oil shock started in 1979. It grew 
out of the Iranian Revolution and continued 
with the Iran-Iraq War, which was one of the 
bloodiest conflicts of the past 50 years.

Iraq and Iran were (and still are) two of the 
biggest oil exporters in the world. So, it’s no 
surprise that the war rocked global energy 
markets.

The price of oil more than doubled, as you 
can see in the chart below.

 WTI CRUDE OIL PRICE DURING THE "OIL SHOCKS" 

By Nick 
Giambruno

https://americanconsequences.com/the-third-oil-shock-is-coming/
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There was also another, less dramatic price 
spike in the early 1990s. It happened after 
Iraq invaded Kuwait, triggering the first Gulf 
War. Oil shot up over 70%, as you’ll see in 
the chart above.

THE MAJOR PLAYERS  
IN THE NEXT WAR

The Middle East is divided into two basic 
geopolitical camps. On one side, you have 
the U.S. and its allies, like Israel and Saudi 
Arabia. On the other side is Russia and its 
allies, like Iran and Syria.

You likely know that a bloody conflict has 
been raging in Syria for nearly seven years. It’s 
the most significant military conflict on the 
geopolitical chessboard today.

The U.S. side, working through its proxies, 
has been trying to overthrow Syria’s leader, 
Bashar al-Assad. Meanwhile, Russia and Iran 
have massively fortified his regime. Assad is 
still firmly in charge.

This has shifted the regional balance of 

power toward Iran. The U.S., Israel, and 
Saudi Arabia find that unacceptable. But at 
this point, a war is the only thing that could 
reverse the trend.

TEAM TRUMP WANTS  
TO BOMB IRAN

Iran will almost certainly be the focal point 
of the Middle East’s next regional war. Many 
people think that war has already started.

Recently, Israel launched its biggest military 
strike on Syria since the 1973 Yom Kippur 
War. This attack, and other recent ones, killed 
dozens of Syrian and Iranian soldiers.

I only expect the conflict to escalate from here.

Aside from what appears to be the start of an actual 
war, there have been numerous unambiguous 
signs that the U.S. has Iran in its sights.

To start, Trump has recently staffed up on 
known war hawks. In April, he made John 
Bolton his National Security Advisor and 
Mike Pompeo his Secretary of State. Both 
have been eager to bomb Iran for years.

There was also 
another, less 
dramatic price  
spike in the  
early 1990s.

 CRUDE OIL AND IRAQI INVASION OF KUWAIT 

THE THIRD OIL SHOCK IS COMING
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best-case scenario for the U.S. Navy – Iran 
could seal off the strait with sea mines and 
asymmetrical warfare techniques for at least a 
month before the U.S. could reopen it. The 
Pentagon itself has admitted as much.

If and when a war with Iran happens – even if 
there’s only a whiff of it happening – investors 
should expect the third and most dramatic oil shock.

Of course, we’re not cheering for a war, or the 
collateral damage that would inevitably come 
with it.

Nevertheless, the odds of a big war in the 
Middle East starting soon are high. That 
means a sudden spike in the price of oil is 
equally likely.

There’s a good chance of outsized returns 
and soaring dividends in select oil stocks in 
the weeks ahead. I recommend positioning 
yourself for big profits now... before the 
bullets really start flying.

In early May, Rudy Giuliani, one of Trump’s 
lawyers and a longtime political ally, 
announced that Trump is “committed to 
regime change” in Iran.

A few days later, President Trump pulled out 
of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal. He also re-
imposed economic sanctions on Iran.

THE WORLD’S MOST  
CRITICAL OIL CHOKE POINT

Iran has the world’s third-largest proven 
oil reserves, or 10% of the world’s total. It 
exports about 2.4 million barrels of oil per 
day. China, India, and Europe buy most of it.

A war between Iran and Israel (and its U.S.-
led allies) would wreak havoc on the oil 
market. That’s because Iran holds a very 
powerful card...

Iran could effectively shut down the Strait of 
Hormuz, the narrow channel connecting the 
Persian Gulf to global markets. It is the only sea 
route from the Persian Gulf to the open ocean.

Tankers moving oil from Iraq, Iran, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, and the United Arab 
Emirates all have to pass through the strait. 
That translates into roughly 35% of the 
world’s oil traded by sea.

Nearly $2 billion worth of oil passes through 
the Strait of Hormuz every day. It’s the most 
critical oil choke point in the world.

In the event of an all-out war, Iran would 
quickly shut down the Strait of Hormuz. It’s 
been blatantly clear about this.

Credible studies have shown that – in a 

Nick Giambruno is chief analyst of 
Casey Research’s flagship advisory, The 
Casey Report and its premium value-
investing advisory, Crisis Investing.

He writes about geopolitics, value 
investing in crisis markets, the global 
cannabis market, international banking, 
second passports, and surviving a 
financial collapse, among other topics. 
He’s also a frequent speaker at investment 
conferences around the world.

Nick has lived in Europe and worked 
in the Middle East – most recently in 
Beirut and Dubai – where he covered 
regional banks and other companies for 
an investment house.

https://www.caseyresearch.com/products/crisis-investing
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H ere’s a story of today’s Washington, 
also known as “the Swamp,” that has 
its origins in the 2012 campaign for 

the Republican presidential nomination. The 
most memorable moment of that campaign 
– for those few who can remember anything 
at all about the 2012 presidential campaign 
– came courtesy of Rick Perry, then the 
governor of Texas. Perry thought his long, 
mostly successful, mostly conservative tenure 
in that office would make him catnip to 
Republican primary voters.

Instead, he managed to blow up before their 
very eyes, during a televised debate among 
all the presidential wannabes. As always, the 
candidates were tripping over one another to 
establish their Republican bona fides as quasi-
libertarian, small-government conservatives. 
There are lots of ways for a candidate to 
do this – you can promise to eliminate the 
inheritance tax for everyone but Jeff Bezos, 
for instance, or empty out IRS headquarters 
and turn it into an Ayn Rand museum. 
Perry’s play for credibility was to boast about 
the cabinet departments he would eliminate, 
once elected. There were three of them, he 
said, stretching out his fingers. Count ’em: 
one, two... two...

Perry couldn’t count ’em.

“It’s three agencies of government that when I 
get there [to Washington] that are gone [sic]. 
Commerce, Education, and the uh what’s the 
third one there? Let’s see...” 

For 40 excruciating seconds, Perry mumbled 
and stared helplessly at his cheat-sheet 
notecards, until finally: “The third one... 
I can’t. Sorry. Oops.” If it weren’t for his 
campaign-ready perma-tan, he probably 
would have blushed.

That last oops should have been Perry’s 
political epitaph. But politicians are hard to 
put to sleep – The only cure for a pol with 
presidential ambitions, a wise man once said, 
is embalming fluid. So Perry was back on the 
trail in 2015, having at last memorized the 
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“I have spoken several times to 
Secretary [Ernest] Moniz [of the Obama 
administration] and his predecessors,” Perry 
told the senators. “I have learned a great 
deal about the important work being done 
every day by the outstanding men and 
women of the DOE... In fact, after being 
briefed on so many of the vital functions 
of the Department of Energy, I regret 
recommending its elimination.” Having taken 
himself to his own woodshed and paddled his 
own bottom before anyone else could, Perry 
was easily confirmed.

Too bad – Perry was right the first time. 
Doing away with the Department of Energy 
has been an item near the top of the small-
government wish list since Jimmy Carter and 
Congress created it in 1977. Ronald Reagan 
promised to abolish the department during 
his 1980 campaign against Carter. Unique 
among Republican politicians, Reagan 
actually tried to do it.

In 1982, he proposed a plan to disaggregate 
the department and redistribute its most 
important functions across other cabinet 
departments – Interior and Commerce 
especially. The unspoken Reaganite reasoning 
was that if its indispensable obligations were 
being met elsewhere in the government, the 
energy department’s meddlesome regulatory 
and grant-making operations would be 
orphaned and then throttled. Also, there was 
– and still is – the gratifying message sent by 
watching an entire department of the federal 
government go “poof.”

Congress wouldn’t let it happen. It had 
established the department just five years 
before and was getting to like all the new 

name of the third cabinet department he was 
going to destroy, and he repeated the Unholy 
Trinity wherever he went. Then Donald 
Trump flattened him like roadkill, just as 
Trump did his other Republican opponents, 
all 15 of them.

The third department of Perry’s dreams was, 
of course, the Department of Energy, a vastly 
expensive, poorly supervised enterprise that 
manages to obscure the few necessary and 
admirable things it does within a molten blob 
of bureaucracy. This article is not the first and 
will not be the last to note the irony that the 
present Secretary of Energy is... a man who 
once forgot he wanted to abolish it. But he 
remembers now, sheepishly.

After Trump nominated him for his new job, 
Perry went before the Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee. There was 
something craven – and, in Washington at 
least, quite common – about his appearance 
before the committee. All those emphatic 
statements about abolishing the department, 
Perry told the senators, “do not reflect my 
current thinking.”

We’re right to suspect Perry’s conversion was 
an instance of “bureaucratic capture,” that 
ugly cave-in to which small-government 
true believers succumb when they confront 
the difficulties of putting their principles 
into practice. Perry went even further in 
explaining his change of heart. He was now 
a big booster of the department, he said, 
because someone actually told him what it does. 
You’d think he might have looked into that 
before he so ineptly made a point of declaring 
his opposition to its existence.

n'tand forget it!you
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The creation of the 
department, in other 
words, was an act of 

panic. But it was soon 
obvious that panic was 

unnecessary. 

Kidding! I’m kidding! No. Lacking a reason 
to exist, the department simply invented 
new reasons to exist. With Reagan’s valiant 
shutdown attempt blocked by Congress, 
the department assumed oversight and 
maintenance of the nation’s nuclear weapons 
and took responsibility for cleaning up 
nuclear waste sites. (The sites, of course, 
had been created by the scandalous 
mismanagement of the same federal 
government that was now trying to clean 
them up – a sinister illustration of Bastiat’s 
broken window fallacy if there ever was 
one.) For the past 30 years, these non-energy 

energy grants and loans and programs raining 
down on the folks back home. Congress 
blocked Reagan’s plan, and the behemoth, 
fat and happy, has only grown since then – 
even as libertarian-minded politicians pelt 
it with ineffectual insults. With an annual 
budget approaching $30 billion, it employs 
13,000 workers (average salary: $114,000). 
Another 100,000 workers report to the 
department as private contractors. From 
its extravagantly ugly headquarters off the 
National Mall in Washington, it reaches into 
every state, pumping money into nearly every 
congressional district, fooling around here 
and there with this and that, the way nosey 
bureaucrats do.

The most important thing to know about the 
Department of Energy is that it doesn’t have 
much to do with energy. As the economic 
historian Peter Z. Grossman recounts in 
his brutal history, U.S. Energy Policy and 
the Pursuit of Failure, the department was 
conceived in the pessimism of the 1970s, 
when “limits to growth” and “era of limits” 
were the favorite phrases of progressive 
politicians. It was assumed that traditional 
sources of energy (fossil fuels in particular) 
were drying up, the Earth was exhausting 
itself, and it was left to government to 
manage the decline. Perhaps a new cabinet-
level department could enforce efforts to 
get Americans to reduce their consumption 
of energy (the euphemism for this was 
“conservation”), and accommodate themselves 
to the new gloomy reality. Meanwhile, 
bureaucrats could finance efforts to find new 
kinds of energy to replace the oil and coal 
they thought were disappearing.

The creation of the department, in other 
words, was an act of panic. But it was 
soon obvious that panic was unnecessary. 
Carter began, and Reagan continued, 
the deregulation of oil markets. The U.S. 
diversified its sources of oil. OPEC, the 
Middle Eastern cartel that had orchestrated 
U.S. gas shortages, collapsed under the 
weight of a sudden oil glut. The “energy 
crisis” went away and so did the rationale for 
a Department of Energy. So the department 
did what bureaucracies always do when they 
accomplish their mission...

Congratulating themselves on a job well 
done, the bureaucrats quietly vacated their 
offices and found more useful employment 
elsewhere.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_broken_window
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_broken_window
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0521182182/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=dailywealth-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0521182182&linkId=ea2a7763706accab83f26a5e232cff24
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0521182182/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=dailywealth-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0521182182&linkId=ea2a7763706accab83f26a5e232cff24
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Perry’s Twitter feed 
sparkles with  

cheerful encouragement 
and praise for all the 
bureaucrats he once 

wanted to fire.

The main shift in energy policy under Perry 
has been his attempt to slash subsidies for 
renewables. His purpose, though, isn’t to 
eliminate the sleazy temptations of crony 
capitalism on behalf of the taxpayer. His 
purpose is to redirect the subsidies from wind 
and solar companies to the really fabulous, 
fantastic, unbelievable coal companies that 
supported President Trump so vigorously in 
2016. 

In Washington, cronies may come and go. 
The Department of Energy is forever.

related tasks have consumed two-thirds of the 
department’s budget and a large majority of 
its workforce. Both tasks could be handled 
more efficiently, and with less distraction, by 
a standalone sub-cabinet agency on the model 
of the EPA. But don’t tell anybody that.

What about the final third of the Department 
of Energy’s budget? Surprise: It deals with 
energy – or more precisely, with overseeing 
the citizens who deal with energy. Some 
of it goes for research at the department’s 
numerous national laboratories, which 
would likely be more productive as privately 
owned entities (but shhhh!). The rest of 
the department’s money is scattered across 
baffling ranks of frontline agencies, sub-tier 
agencies, departments within departments, 
programs, and projects, all of them writing 
regulations and offering grants, subsidies, 
loan guarantees, and other delights furnished 
by the taxpayer. From the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management to the Savannah River 
Site Special Projects Office, the Department 
of Energy never sleeps.

Reformed, our new secretary is a fan of all 
the hustle and bustle. Perry’s Twitter feed 
sparkles with cheerful encouragement and 
praise for all the bureaucrats he once wanted 

to fire. From the start, the department 
has heavily subsidized renewable forms of 
energy, evidently on the theory they are so 
unpromising no one except the government 
would be crazy enough to fund them. The 
subsidies operate as classic cases of crony 
capitalism.

Take Solyndra, the legendary solar company, 
for example. It was a favorite of solar-happy 
Barack Obama, who called it “an engine of 
growth” when he visited the plant early in 
his presidency, just a few months before it 
went bankrupt. In a happy coincidence, the 
company’s major investors were also generous 
donors to the Democratic party. After 
Solyndra went toes-up, it was taxpayers, not 
the donors, who ate its $535 million in loans 
from Obama’s Energy Department.

Andrew Ferguson is the author 
of several books, including Crazy 
U: One Dad’s Crash Course on 
Getting His Kid Into College. He 
is a former speechwriter for 
President George H. W. Bush and 
a current senior editor at The 
Weekly Standard. 
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ack in the 1870s, salt reigned 
supreme in West Texas...

A caravan of Mexicans known 
as “salineros” would trek 

roughly 100 miles from the 
town of San Elizario to a collection 

of rich salt deposits at the base of the 
Guadalupe Mountains. Then, they would 
haul the salt hundreds of miles south to the 
Mexican state of Chihuahua.

Mexicans used the salt to preserve and season 
their food. And it also played a critical role in 
the “patio process” – a method of extracting 
silver from its ore that dates back to the 1550s.

Thanks to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 
which ended the Mexican-American War in 
1848, the salineros were given “community 
access rights” to the salt flats. Because of 
that, more than 75,000 Mexicans decided 
to remain in Texas after the war and become 
U.S. citizens. After all, their ancestors had 
harvested salt in this region for hundreds of 
years.

But things changed dramatically for these 
“Tejanos” following the American Civil War...

In 1866, the new state constitution in Texas 
allowed individual landowners to stake claims 
to the natural resources on their properties. 
Almost instantly, a handful of opportunistic 
politicians started battling for control of the 
salt deposits in the western part of the state.

The power struggle came to a head starting in 
the summer of 1877...

Missouri lawyer Charles Howard – who had 
come to the area a few years earlier – filed a 

claim on the salt flats. He declared that the 
salineros needed to pay a fee to extract the 
salt.

This move enraged the Tejanos... In 
September, two salineros tried to fill their 
wagon without paying. They were promptly 
arrested. In turn, an angry mob captured 
Howard and held him for three days. He was 
released after giving up his claim to the salt 
deposits.

The “El Paso Salt War” came to a bloody end 
over the next few months...

In October, Howard shot and killed Louis 
Cardis – a political rival who had championed 
the Tejanos’ cause. After briefly going on 
the run, Howard returned to San Elizario in 
December. Hundreds of armed insurgents 
met his group as they got back to town. 
Howard ultimately surrendered, but it didn’t 
matter. A vigilante firing squad executed him 
and two others.

After that, the angry mob looted and rioted 
through the town for a few days before troops 
and a posse of American citizens restored 
order. Most of the Tejanos fled back to 
Mexico.

All told, an estimated 20-30 people reportedly 
died and roughly twice as many were 
wounded during the 12 years of the El Paso 
Salt War. It’s hard to really call it a war at all.

But it taught the Tejanos a tough lesson...

You see, individual private ownership of 
“mineral rights” is uniquely American. The 
term simply applies to any natural resource 
that sits below the surface – including gold, 
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coal, oil, and natural gas. In almost all 
other countries, these rights belong to the 
government.

Here in the U.S., though, landowners can 
collect fees – also known as “royalties” – from 
the resources extracted from beneath their 
properties. They can also sell or lease the 
rights.

Because of that, an entire market of buyers 
and sellers has developed... Roughly 75% of 
onshore oil and gas production in the U.S. 
comes from these privately held mineral 
rights. These rights-holders have the freedom 
to lease, sell, and acquire high-quality mineral 
lands on their own terms... and with little fear 
of a Salt War-style mineral grab by a greedy 
third party.

But, despite private property protections and 
incentives in the U.S., until recently OPEC 
held all the cards in the energy market...

As the “swing producer” of the world’s 
most critical commodity – crude oil – the 
collection of countries could offset ebbs and 
flows in demand by adjusting the supply 
when it wanted.

Americans first experienced OPEC’s 
enormous political and economic power in 
the 1970s...

That’s when the organization restricted oil 
exports to the U.S. and several of our allies – 
including Canada, the United Kingdom, and 
Japan. OPEC aimed to punish countries that 
the predominately Arab nations believed had 
supported Israel during the Yom Kippur War.

For the first time in our nation’s history, we 

faced crippling gasoline shortages...

If you were alive back then, you likely 
remember the long lines – which stretched for 
miles, in some cases – at gas stations during 
this time. By shutting off our access to its oil, 
OPEC created an artificial shortage that sent 
the price per barrel soaring from $3 to nearly 
$12.

Eventually, oil started flowing back into 
America and to our allies. Nevertheless, for 
the next four decades, our energy needs were 
essentially at the mercy of OPEC...

You see, even though the U.S. became the 
world’s largest crude-oil consumer by the 
1970s, production within our borders entered 
a steep decline. As a result, our oil imports 
soared from roughly 1.5 million barrels per 
day in 1970 to more than 6 million barrels 
per day by the end of the decade. In the 
2000s, we imported more than 10 million 
barrels per day.

But today, that has all changed due to old-
fashioned American ingenuity...

With crude oil selling for more than $100 
per barrel, U.S. companies looked for new 
ways to find the stuff within our borders. 
That led to what became known as the “shale 
revolution.”

These businesses used hydraulic fracturing – 
better known as “fracking” – and horizontal-
drilling techniques to restore 50 years of 
production declines within a single decade...

Since 2008, the U.S. has more than doubled 
its crude-oil output – from less than 5 million 
barrels per day to more than 10.5 million 

For the first 
time in our 
nation's 
history, 
we faced 
crippling 
gasoline 
shortages 
that set 
the price 
per gallon 
soaring...
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CRUDE-OIL PRODUCTION SINCE THE MID-1990S

December 2016 for the first time since 2008.

Today, U.S. oil production – and in turn, our 
market share – continues to hit record highs...

As a result, OPEC will become increasingly 
less relevant. It’s no longer the world’s swing 
producer. It’s pretty clear that the U.S. shale 
companies now hold most of that power.

And this trend isn’t showing any signs of 
stopping...

In fact, the U.S. could soon become the world’s 
top crude-oil supplier. The U.S. Energy 
Information Administration projects our 
country’s crude-oil output will surpass 11 
million barrels per day later this year and 12 
million barrels per day by the end of 2019.

In comparison, Russia produced just less than 
11 million barrels of oil per day in March... 
And Saudi Arabia currently produces roughly 
10 million barrels of oil per day.

For investors who get on the right side of 
this trend, fortunes await. It’s clear that the 
companies drilling the wells and moving the 
oil will succeed in the years ahead.

barrels per day. We’ve also cut our oil imports 
by a third – from the peak of more than 10 
million barrels per day to just 7.6 million 
barrels per day.

That’s an incredible turnaround. Of course, 
OPEC wasn’t going to go down without a 
fight...

In late 2014, the organization ignored the 
growing supply of oil around the world. 
Instead of cutting production like it normally 
would have done, OPEC flooded the market 
with more oil. The excess supply pushed 
crude-oil prices into a tailspin... The cost of a 
barrel of oil plunged roughly 75%, from more 
than $110 in mid-2014 to less than $30 per 
barrel in early 2016.

OPEC believed that low oil prices would 
force U.S. shale operators out of the market. 
But you can see from the following chart 
that this move barely put a dent in U.S. 
production...

After U.S. shale companies showed they could 
survive the downturn, OPEC had no choice 
but to blink... The oil cartel cut production in 

Since 2008,  
the U.S. has more 
than doubled its 
crude-oil output 
– from less than 5 
million barrels per 
day to more than 
10.5 million barrels 
per day.
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Dr. Steve Sjuggerud has quietly 
become an investment legend.

The former hedge fund manager, 
mutual fund Vice President, stock 
broker, and private analyst (with a PhD 
in Finance) is responsible for some of 
the most accurate market calls of the 
past two decades.

And now, to introduce more people to 
his work, Dr. Sjuggerud is giving away 
a totally free sample of some of his 
best research.

It details the #1 stock to buy today… 
complete with the name and ticker symbol… all for free.

Dr. Sjuggerud has found a company you’ve probably never heard of. It has 
one of the fastest-growing technologies on earth, and could soon pass 
Apple as the world’s biggest business.

And today, Dr. Sjuggerud is willing to email you, for free, his 26-page report 
on this opportunity.

To get your free copy of “The #1 Stock to Buy Today,” simply go here to  
Dr. Sjuggerud’s web page.

#1 Stock to Buy 
Right Now, Revealed

ADVERTORIAL 

Get My Free Report

https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
https://assets.stansberryresearch.com/content/reports/number-one-stock-to-buy-today.html?source=AMC
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isiting the Solyndra solar-panel 
factory in Fremont, California, 

in May 2010, President Barack 
Obama declared, “The true engine 
of economic growth will always be 

companies like Solyndra.”

Well, that didn’t work out so well. Despite 
$535 million in federal loan guarantees, 
Solyndra declared bankruptcy 16 months 
later.

The idea of “green energy” – energy from 
natural, renewable sources such as sunlight, 
wind, and rain – has been a bright, shining 
dream of environmentalists for decades. Its 
viability always seems just over the horizon.
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CLICK 
HERE  

TO READ  
THE WEB 
VERSION

By David 
Boaz

Oh, you can find plenty of headlines like 
“Further Dramatic Fall in Price of Solar 
Energy Forecast for 2018” and “Renewable 
Energy Will Be Consistently Cheaper Than 
Fossil Fuels By 2020, Report Claims.” 
But here’s the thing: Those headlines and 
reports are usually produced by interested 
parties: environmentalist groups or industry 
associations or government agencies. They 
don’t hold up to scrutiny.

GOVERNMENT AS ENERGY 
INVESTOR

We have decades of experience with the 
federal government trying to subsidize 
and encourage new sources of energy. A 
Department of Energy report in 2008, before 
the massive expenditures of the Obama 
“stimulus” package, estimated that the federal 
government had spent $172 billion since 

https://americanconsequences.com/how-government-saps-our-energy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/before-solyndra-a-long-history-of-failed-government-energy-projects/2011/10/25/gIQA1xG0CN_story.html?utm_term=.13a002e2b874
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Indeed, Mufson wrote in an earlier article, 
“Not a single one of these much-ballyhooed 
initiatives is producing or saving a drop or a 
watt or a whiff of energy.”

THE SOLYNDRA DEBACLE

When President Obama took office, with the 
stock market crashing and unemployment 
rising, his first order of business was the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, 
which he called stimulus and Tea Partiers 
called “porkulus.” It was an $800 billion 
package of federal spending that was 
supposed to restart the economy and create 
jobs. Economist Steven Horwitz called it the 
Democrats’ Patriot Act, an opportunity to 
enact a whole variety of programs that they 
had wanted to pass for years but couldn’t get 
through Congress in the absence of a crisis.

Clean energy was a big part of the stimulus 
bill – about $90 billion. A “ginormous” 
clean energy package, said journalist Michael 
Grunwald. And as Obama’s factory visit 
demonstrated, Solyndra was a crown jewel.

Heavily subsidized government projects 
don’t always fall apart as fast as Solyndra. But 
the president of the United States made it a 
centerpiece of his economic and environmental 
policies, so it’s worth a closer look.

Solyndra was founded in 2005 to make solar 
photovoltaic systems for commercial rooftops. 
By 2009 it had $100 million in revenue and 
a market cap estimated at up to $2 billion in 
an anticipated IPO. In March of that year, it 
received a $535 million loan guarantee as part 
of the ARRA. It also received a $25.1 million 

From Alaska to Mississippli, 
"clean coal" efforts 

have underspent and 
overperfomed.

1961 on basic research and development of 
advanced energy technologies. Consider some 
of the big-ticket items:

•  The Clinch River Breeder Reactor was an 
experimental nuclear fission power project 
in Tennessee that cost taxpayers $1.7 billion 
– more than $4 billion in today’s dollars – 
before being abandoned in 1983.

•  The Synthetic Fuels Corporation was 
created in 1980 to develop oil shale, tar 
sands, and coal gasification technologies to 
wean us off imported oil. Congress authorized 
$20 billion, but eventually it was closed in 
1986 after spending “only” $2 billion.

•  George W. Bush spent $1.2 billion on 
a fruitless effort to develop a hydrogen-
powered car.

•  Presidents since Jimmy Carter have tried 
to develop “clean coal,” a method to burn 
domestic coal in an environmentally 
friendly way. From the Healy project in 
Alaska to the Kemper plant in Mississippi, 
these efforts have overspent and 
underperformed. As Steven Mufson of the 
Washington Post wrote in 2014, “The only 
thing the Kemper power plant is burning 
now is money.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/before-solyndra-a-long-history-of-failed-government-energy-projects/2011/10/25/gIQA1xG0CN_story.html?utm_term=.eb58d8d145f6
https://www.cato.org/blog/stimulus-package-dems-patriot-act
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032114008855
https://grist.org/politics/obamas-stimulus-package-was-a-ginormous-clean-energy-bill-says-michael-grunwald/
https://www.factcheck.org/wp-content/cache/wp-rocket/www.factcheck.org/2011/10/obamas-solyndra-problem/index.html_gzip
https://www.factcheck.org/wp-content/cache/wp-rocket/www.factcheck.org/2011/10/obamas-solyndra-problem/index.html_gzip
https://www.downsizinggovernment.org/energy/energy-subsidies
https://www.downsizinggovernment.org/energy/energy-subsidies
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/intended-showcase-of-clean-coal-future-hits-snags/2014/05/16/fc03e326-cfd2-11e3-b812-0c92213941f4_story.html?utm_term=.fc145c4295fe
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board member, “Why don’t you pursue 
your contacts with the WH?” Two months 
later the board member wrote Kaiser, “The 
DOE really thinks politically before it thinks 
economically.” Solyndra’s lobbyists met at 
least three times with an aide to top White 
House official Valerie Jarrett.

But as energy journalist Amy Harder asked, 
which would be worse, crony capitalism 
infused with politics, or an administration 
that actually believed so strongly in its 
commitment to green energy that it ignored 
all the signs of looming disaster? “By denying 
politics was involved, the administration is 
saying that its top officials genuinely and 
continuously thought Solyndra was a good 
bet—despite numerous warnings raised both 
inside and outside of the administration—
and that the loan-guarantee program was 
being carefully managed despite oversight 
reports and an internal West Wing memo that 
said otherwise.”

Former Treasury secretary and Obama 
adviser Larry Summers might say that crony 
capitalism and boneheaded government 
economics are both part of the same problem. 
Brad Jones, a venture capitalist with an 
investment in Solyndra, told Summers the 
government’s spending on clean energy was 
“haphazard,” citing Solyndra as an example. 
“While that (loan) is good for us, I can’t 
imagine it’s a good way for the government to 
use taxpayer money.” Summers responded, “I 
relate well to your view that gov is a crappy vc 
[venture capitalist] and if u were closer to it 
[government] you’d feel more strongly.”

By the way, on the same day that President 
Obama spoke at the Solyndra plant in 

tax break from California’s Alternative Energy 
and Advanced Transportation Financing 
Authority.

In May 2010, President Obama took his 
victory lap at Solyndra’s new factory and 
declared that “companies like Solyndra are 
leading the way toward a brighter and more 
prosperous future.” But in fact, as the New 
York Times reported later, “behind the pomp 
and pageantry, Solyndra was rotting inside, 
hemorrhaging cash so quickly that within 
weeks of Mr. Obama’s visit, the company 
canceled plans to offer shares to the public.”

Partly because of the rapidly declining cost 
of a competing solar technology, Solyndra 
announced it was filing for Chapter 11 on 
August 31, 2011.

Why did the government pour so much 
money into a failing company, even as 
it spiraled downward? Certainly the 
environmentalist impulse to find something, 
anything, that could replace widely 
demonized fossil fuels was important. 
But when governments pick winners, 
politics usually rears its ugly head. Official 
investigations and reporters dug into the 
story and found that, as the Washington 
Post reported, “Obama’s green-technology 
program was infused with politics at every 
level... Political considerations were raised 
repeatedly by company investors, Department 
of Energy bureaucrats and White House 
officials.”

The family funds of Oklahoma billionaire 
George Kaiser, a big Obama fundraiser, 
owned a third of Solyndra. As the company 
was failing, Kaiser wrote to a Solyndra 

https://www.cato.org/blog/solyndra-crooked-politics-or-just-bad-economics
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/23/us/politics/in-rush-to-assist-solyndra-united-states-missed-warning-signs.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/solyndra-politics-infused-obama-energy-programs/2011/12/14/gIQA4HllHP_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obamas-focus-on-visiting-clean-tech-companies-raises-questions/2011/06/24/AGSFu9kH_story.html
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California, an official of his administration 
participated in a groundbreaking ceremony 
for Nissan North America’s new advanced 
battery manufacturing facility in Smyrna, 
Tennessee, made possible by a $1.4 billion 
loan from unsuspecting taxpayers. In 2017, 
Nissan announced plans to sell that plant and 
its entire electric battery operations to GSR 
Capital, a Chinese firm partly funded by the 
government. The sale fell through in 2018, 
but Nissan is still looking for a buyer.

POLITICS AND ENERGY

The connections between government, 
politics, and energy go way back, of course. 
Coal in the 19th century, the oil depletion 
allowance, nuclear power, and the Price-
Anderson Act – “clean energy” is certainly 
not the first industry to be entangled with 
government favoritism. Robert L. Bradley Jr. 
wrote 1,992 pages (not a typo) on Oil, Gas, 
and Government: The U.S. Experience.

Most people figured out that the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor was a money sink by the time 
Ronald Reagan took office, 10 years after its 
creation, but Senate Majority Leader Howard 
Baker (R-Tenn.) kept the Tennessee project in 
business for a few more years. I’m old enough 
to remember the wailing and gnashing of 
teeth when Reagan was elected, and the 
entire Washington establishment worried 
that he would actually cut the budget. And 
I remember clearly the front-page story in 
The Washington Post about the first firm stand 

congressional Democrats took to preserve 
essential government services. On February 
10, 1981, under the headline, “House 
Democrats Unify Against Synfuels Cuts,” the 
Post reported:

“The entire Democratic leadership in the 
House joined yesterday in warning the 
Reagan administration to keep its budget-
cutting hands off the synthetic fuels 
subsidy program Congress created last 
year.

As the list of spending cuts proposed by 
the new administration circulated on 
Capitol Hill, including a big cutback 
in the federal underwriting of a massive 
synfuels development program, House 
Majority Leader Jim Wright (D-Tex.), 
who led the fight for the program in the 
last Congress, sprang into action.”

In the Solyndra aftermath, Michael Graetz, 
a professor at Columbia Law School and the 
author of The End of Energy, said, “We’re 
making very large bets, and the decisions 
seem to be more grounded in politics and 
geography than in engineering and science.”

Switching parties doesn’t seem to stop that 
process. Recently, Energy Secretary Rick 
Perry proposed subsidizing nuclear and coal 
plants, helping those fuel sources compete 
with cheaper natural gas. The plan was 
opposed by a broad coalition of the natural 
gas industry, renewable energy providers, 
environmentalists, and free-marketers, and 
was blocked by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. But in June, Bloomberg 
reported on a draft plan to “use emergency 
authority under two federal laws to order 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0262015676/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=dailywealth-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0262015676&linkId=ef604d1ffbed82d19c438ffe3b8facea
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/01/09/576742270/federal-regulator-rejects-energy-departments-bid-to-prop-up-coal-nuclear
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-01/the-real-barrier-to-trump-s-coal-bailout-his-own-appointees
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POLITICS AND ECONOMICS

Most proposals for government regulations 
and subsidies reflect a failure to understand 
Economics 101. The economic challenge 
is to use available resources – land, labor, 
capital, and ideas – to satisfy as many human 
needs as possible. But how do businesses or 
economic planners know what people need 
or want? This vitally important information 
about other people’s wants is embodied in 
prices. Prices don’t just tell us how much 
something costs at the store. The price system 
pulls together all the information available in 
the economy about what each person wants, 
how much he values it, and how it can best 
be produced. Prices make that information 
usable to both producer and consumer. Each 
price contains within it information about 
consumer demands and costs of production, 
ranging from the amount of labor needed 
to produce the item, to the cost of labor, 
to the bad weather on the other side of the 
world that is raising the price of the raw 
materials needed to produce the good. Instead 
of having to know all the details, one is 
presented with a simple number: the price.

Market prices tell producers when something 
can’t be produced for less than what consumers 
will pay for it. If a product needs to be 
subsidized in order to be produced, that tells us 
that consumers don’t value it as much as other 
goods that could be produced with available 
resources. If solar power or aging coal plants 
need subsidies, that tells us that they’re not 
economically viable. If consumers don’t want 
to purchase the product, and thus lenders don’t 
want to give such firms money, then there’s no 
good reason to force the taxpayers to do so.

grid operators to buy electricity or generation 
capacity” from a list of coal and nuclear plants 
designated by the Department of Energy.

IS GREEN ENERGY VIABLE?

We keep reading those stories about the 
falling cost of renewable energy, and there’s 
some truth to them. But as Peter Van 
Doren, an energy specialist at the Cato 
Institute, notes, “a closer examination of 
the characteristics and costs of electricity 
systems demonstrates that current 
renewable technologies are not economically 
competitive.”

If solar, wind, or other 
“renewable” energy 

sources were economically 
viable, companies would 
produce them at a profit.

Particularly in California, pricing and 
regulatory schemes have been set up to 
encourage the use of solar energy. Without 
price subsidies, consumer-generated solar 
power wouldn’t be viable. Large-scale solar 
generation and onshore wind generation 
might be competitive with natural gas. But 
it’s hard to store and transmit solar and wind 
energy, so we can’t replace conventional 
energy with them.

The basic point is simple: If solar, wind, 
or other “renewable” energy sources were 
economically viable, companies would 
produce them at a profit. They wouldn’t need 
subsidies.

https://www.cato.org/blog/green-energy-competitive
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•  Subsidies distort business decisions. 
Nelson noted that “giving companies money 
to set up manufacturing in the U.S. may 
doom them to failure by financing them 
into a strategically uncompetitive position.” 
If subsidies induce U.S. firms to set up 
production in higher-cost places, it will 
ultimately disadvantage them in the global 
marketplace.

•  Venture capitalists have already 

funded the best projects, leaving the 

dogs for the government. If venture 
capitalists “reject a project, it is difficult 
to believe that the government could do 
a better job of picking a winner,” argued 
Nelson.

The argument for subsidies is that businesses 
are self-interested and short-sighted. Put 
the government in charge of handing out 
money, we’re told, and the decisions will 
be made by highly trained, public-spirited 
economists or lawyers, irrespective of political 
considerations.

But the reality is that people are people. 
Government employees are just as self-
interested as corporate employees. And 
therefore, they are susceptible to political 
influence, persuasion by interested parties, 
outright bribes, and personal preferences.

The argument for keeping more of society in 
the private sector is not that there’s no self-
interest or corruption in business; it is that 
the market system has more competition, 
more checks and balances, and more 
incentives to satisfy customers.

As Adam Smith suggested with his “invisible 

The market system  
has more competition, 

more checks and 
balances, and more 
incentives to satisfy 

customers.

Solar entrepreneur James Nelson testified on 
green business subsidies in 2012 before the 
House of Representatives Subcommittee on 
Regulatory Affairs and Federal Management. 
On the “Downsizing Government” website, 
Chris Edwards summarized his criticisms of 
subsidies:

•  Firms that receive subsidies become 

spendthrift. Nelson contrasted his firm’s 
lean operations with Solyndra’s spendthrift 
ways. He noted that the “most powerful 
driver in our industry is the relentless 
reduction in cost.” But government 
subsidies tend to inflate costs.

•   Subsidies are not driven by market 
demands. Nelson noted that U.S. 
adoption of solar energy at the time lagged 
behind some other nations. But “this should 
not bother us if it means that the other 
countries are investing in technology that 
is not economically viable.” Put another 
way, just because other countries may be 
misallocating resources, does not mean that 
we should also.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invisible_hand
https://www.downsizinggovernment.org/energy/energy-subsidies
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hand” metaphor, the competitive market 
system channels self-interest in a socially 
beneficial way — into the search for ways to 
attract customers — while the non-market 
system actually encourages unrestrained self-
interest.

The Solyndra story is a classic case study. It 
has all the hallmarks of government decision-
making:

•  Officials spending other people’s money 
with little incentive to spend it prudently

•  Political pressure to make decisions without 
proper vetting

•  The substitution of political judgment for 
the judgments of millions of investors

•  The enthusiastic embrace of fads like “green 
energy”

•  Political officials ignoring warnings from 
civil servants

•  Crony capitalism, the close connections 
between politicians and the companies 
that benefit from government allocation of 
capital

•  The appearance – at least – of favors for 
political supporters

•  The kind of promiscuous spending that has 
delivered us $21 trillion in national debt.

If you want government to guide the 
economy, to pick winners and losers, to 
override market investment decisions, then 
this is what you want.

Finally, we should just note that when 
government takes our money to subsidize 

one business or industry over another, it takes 
away our freedom. Most of us spend most 
of our waking hours trying to make money 
to give our families a better life. If that hard-
earned money is taken away from us by force, 
it should be for some clear public good. 
Bailing out no-longer-profitable coal plants or 
never-yet-profitable wind and solar projects is 
not good enough.

President Obama’s energy secretary, Steven 
Chu, is a very smart man. He won the 
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1997 for his work 
to develop methods to cool and trap atoms 
with laser light. And perhaps he just doesn’t 
think we lesser intellects should be left to 
our own devices. He told Congress after 
Solyndra’s bankruptcy that “the final decisions 
on Solyndra were mine, and I made them 
with the best interest of the taxpayer in 
mind.” But he didn’t actually let the taxpayers 
decide which energy companies to lend their 
money to. Three months earlier, opposing 
a House bill to repeal the 2007 federal law 
that effectively outlawed incandescent light 
bulbs, Chu said, “We are taking away a choice 
that continues to let people waste their own 
money.”

Exactly. With paternalistic attempts at 
planning our lives, the government takes away 
a choice that lets millions of people choose 
how to spend their own money to achieve 
their own purposes.

David Boaz is executive vice president 
of the Cato Institute and author of The 
Libertarian Mind.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invisible_hand
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1476752842/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=dailywealth-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1476752842&linkId=ebc95c4205cc028a382cc589e374fd59
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1476752842/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=dailywealth-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1476752842&linkId=ebc95c4205cc028a382cc589e374fd59
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But you don’t know when it may change 
course or what things will look like after it 
passes.

A new advance like Silliman’s can shift the 
entire economy around it. It can lead to a 
new ecosystem of infrastructure, products, 
services, careers, and industry peripheral to its 
intentions – but many times bigger.

Silliman received his commission from 
business leader George Bissell. At the time, 
Bissell and his associates had wanted to find a 
way to provide a few hours of light at night. 
What they found instead was an entirely new, 
trillion-dollar industry.

In the words of Daniel Yergin in the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning book, The Prize, Bissell, “more 
than anybody else, was responsible for the 
creation of the oil industry.” Bissell had seen 
a bottle of “rock oil” on a friend’s desk and 
realized it could be burned for lighting.

Prior to this, petroleum was used mainly in 
folk medicines and as an occasional lubricant. 
Meanwhile, the wealthy used expensive whale 
oil to light their lamps. The less fortunate 
used camphine, which tended to explode in 
their homes.

Silliman’s report demonstrated exactly how oil 
could be used as an illuminant. It also showed 
how oil could be refined into its constituent 
parts, creating all sorts of flammable fuels.

We now know that oil is so much more. But 
it took around 50 years for it to really come 
to fuel the world.

But the biggest technological revolutions 
lead to advances branching out in completely 

It was 1855, and Yale professor 
Benjamin Silliman was on the run. 
The report he had in his possession 
was worth trillions of dollars.

At the time, Silliman was a distinguished 
scientist and the author of top chemistry and 
physics textbooks. But academia just didn’t 
pay enough, and he needed money.

So when a prospective businessman 
approached him to conduct a study on a new 
way to provide indoor lighting, he was glad 
to sign on. After three months of work, he 
was owed $526.08 – about $14,000 in today’s 
money.

Here was the problem... The guys who hired 
him didn’t have the money. They needed the 
report to get funding for their business, and 
they needed the funding to buy the report.

So Silliman hid his report with a friend, left 
New York City, and went on a tour of the 
South. Now out of touch, the businessmen 
got the message: “We’ve got nothing to talk 
about until you pay me.”

The investors scrounged up the money, and 
Silliman delivered the report. The 20-page 
document may very well be the most valuable 
research in modern history.

The ideas it contained not only birthed one of 
the largest industries in the world but fueled 
the growth of the global economy for years. 
It helped win two world wars and entirely 
altered global politics.

True innovative technologies – like the ones 
that evolved from Silliman’s paper – are like a 
hurricane. Sometimes you can see it coming... 
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All it took was a new, cheap source of energy 
to ignite it. 

PROFITING FROM THE NEXT 
TECH ‘HURRICANE’

The next technology hurricane is renewable 
energy... And it’s already here.

You may not realize it, but the U.S. generated 
18% of its electricity in 2017 with solar, 
wind, and hydro power, doubling its share 
over nine years. That’s nearly as much power 
(20%) as our fleet of nuclear power plants 
contributed to the grid...

It’s undoubtedly the fastest-growing energy 
source. In the last year, energy generation from 
utility-scale solar alone grew 47%.

That’s in the midst of a U.S. oil and gas boom 
with prices for those fuels well below the 
highs of a few years ago.

But what about government subsidies, you 
ask. Aren’t these renewable technologies just 

MILLIONAIRES WILL BE MINTED  BY A NEW ENERGY REVOLUTION

new ways. And afterward, they just seem like 
“common sense.”

That’s because no technology exists in a 
vacuum. Most technologies get invented 
only when “complementary” technologies 
allow them to happen. Uber couldn’t be 
invented before GPS-enabled smartphones. 
Smartphones couldn’t be invented before the 
Internet. And so on.

Similarly, Bissell wanted to explore oil as 
a fuel for lamps. At the time, no one had 
the imagination to foresee the internal 
combustion engine, the affordable mass-
produced automobile, and the national 
network of roads and highways that would 
make oil so desirable.

Nor could Bissell have envisioned the 
advances in drilling, deep-sea production, 
complicated pipeline networks, and financial 
services that get oil and its products to the 
people who need it.

While the companies 
that find the oil and 
pump it out of the 
ground have built 
fortunes over the past 
century... even more 
money was made on 
the periphery by all the 
companies developing 
and supplying the 
technologies to extract 
petroleum and use it in 
a myriad of new ways. 
All these industries 
grew from nothing, 
and they grew fast.

The biggest 
technological 
revolutions 
lead to 
advances 
branching out 
in completely 
new 
ways. And 
afterward, 
they just 
seem like 
“common 
sense.”

GROWTH IN ENERGY GENERATION BY SOURCE
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giant boondoggles for government bureaucrats 
and the tree huggers who love them?

Not anymore.

The basic fundamentals of solar and wind 
energy have gotten to the point where they 
make sense without subsidies or environmentalist 
motivations.

Look at the “levelized cost of energy” 
(LCOE). This is the measure of the total cost 
of lifetime production divided by units of 
energy produced. It’s a way to figure out how 
much to charge for electricity to break even 
on a project.

The above chart shows the average LCOE 
of different energy sources. For solar, it’s 
specifically “utility scale solar.” This refers 
to fields of solar cells run by a utility and is 
different (and much more efficient) than the 
rooftop installations you may see bolted to 
your neighbor’s house.

Right now, building a new utility-scale 

solar plant will cost 
you about $50 per 
megawatt-hour 
produced (and that 
doesn’t include any 
subsidies). Building a 
natural gas “combined 
cycle” plant would 
cost about $60 per 
megawatt-hour.

Naturally, we have 
many operating gas, 
coal, and nuclear plants 
that have already been 
built. It’s cheaper to run 

an existing gas plant than to build a solar one. 
So we’ll keep running them.

But when it’s time to expand electricity 
production or replace old plants... it now 
makes more economic sense to build a solar 
or wind installation instead of the more costly 
coal or gas plants.

And that’s happening, fast.

Europe has outpaced the U.S. in introducing 
renewable energy. Those countries supported 
its development through massive subsidies 
and investments. Now, the technology stands 
on its own.

Last year, governments in Germany, the 
Netherlands, and Spain offered contracts for 
energy generation to find the lowest bidder. 
They were flooded with low-cost proposals to 
build subsidy-free offshore wind farms.

Allan Baker, global head of power at 
European bank Société Générale, says, “It 
is clear that costs are now getting to a point 

SOLAR ENERGY IS GETTING CHEAPER THAN CONVENTIONAL
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not built for such things. And it may slow the 
spread of renewable energy. But that threat 
means profits for certain companies...

You may have heard the quip, “Solar’s only 
got one problem – night.” 

The biggest problem with solar and wind is 
“load balancing.” The sun only shines in the 
day, and the wind blows only when it wants... 
And that doesn’t always match up with when 
and where we want electricity. The problem 
is trying to store excess energy during peak 
production times and use it during peak 
demand times.

Load balancing is a major challenge. We 
suspect that we’ll see a significant slowdown 
in solar installations as a result. And it means 
we’ll still need gas, coal, and nuclear plants.

But citing load balancing as a reason to 
dismiss the promise of renewables would 
be like dismissing oil’s potential because it’s 
trapped so far underground.

Solving problems like these is what creates 
profits for businesses and investors. And given 
the cheap energy we can gain from solar, the 
solutions to the load-balancing problem will 
bring huge profits.

Just like the revolution in oil brought 
pipelines, refineries, highways, and 
generations of new technologies, this new, 
cheap energy source will sprout its own 
ecosystem. 

Estimates for the necessary updates to the 
energy grid top $20 trillion globally. Investors 
– even those who may scoff at renewable 
energy – should be watching.

where renewable projects, including offshore 
wind projects, based wholly on market prices 
are becoming possible.”

Yes, plenty of people want to switch to 
renewable energies for environmental reasons.

Others see national security implications. 
China plans to invest $360 billion into 
renewable energy by 2020 to ensure that it 
won’t be dependent on other nations for the 
future of power.

And one other factor will make these plants 
more attractive as time goes by: Once you 
build a renewable power source, you have free 
energy.

These facilities need maintenance and 
upkeep. But if you’ve got a utility-scale solar 
installation, it doesn’t matter if you produce 
one megawatt or 500. It’s all the same cost.

This means that energy, one of the biggest 
costs in nearly every endeavor in our 
economy, will soon be dropping drastically in 
price. 

Paradoxically, this is a major problem.

Southern California, for instance, has so 
much solar and wind power that there are 
times when wholesale electricity prices flip 
negative – meaning if you are a power plant 
and you don’t want to shut down, you have to 
pay to put your power on the grid.

Through July 16, California has seen 76 
negative energy days in 2018. Texas hit 49 
and New England saw 66. That’s not to 
mention Germany, which saw 194.

It’s wreaking havoc on an electrical grid that’s 

The sun only 
shines in the 
day, and the 
wind blows 
only when it 
wants... And 
that doesn’t 
always 
match up 
with when 
and where 
we want 
electricity.
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THE TRANSPARENCY QUERY

“What does energy cost?” It’s a simple 
question that should have a simple answer. 
Energy is as much a necessity as food, shelter, 
and clothing. A click on the keyboard tells 
me what those necessities cost. Whole Foods 
boneless ribeye $11.99/lb. Four-bedroom 
house for sale in my neighborhood $315,000. 
Brooks Brothers button-down dress shirt $68.

Of course, I might want to shop around. 
Costco boneless ribeye $9.99/lb. Or 
negotiate. “$290,000 cash and we’ll skip 
the building inspection.” Or look for less 
expensive alternatives. JC Penny T-shirt 
$4.99. But prices for food, shelter, and 
clothing are transparent – as they should be, 
by definition, in a free market.

In a way, energy prices are transparent, too 
– gasoline $2.73 a gallon, natural gas $0.97 
per 100 cubic feet, electricity 16.07 cents per 
kilowatt hour, crude oil $74.99 a barrel, coal 
$65.20 a short ton, uranium $28.85 a pound, 
and so forth.

But for the general consumer, who needs 
“energy” in general, the price information 
contained in these prices isn’t information at 
all, it’s confusion.

Your car will stall if you put lumps of coal 
in the gas tank. When your electrical outlets 
start emitting natural gas you’re in trouble. 
Thirty bucks worth of uranium would also be 
a household hazard. And what are you going 
to do with a 55-gallon barrel of crude oil? 
How do you even get it open?

It’s hard to compare forms of energy because 
they aren’t comparable. Needing energy is like 

needing food, shelter, and clothing but not 
knowing how the necessities should be put 
to use. Do you eat the blue jeans? Do you 
wear the living room? Do you protect yourself 
from the elements by holding a roasted 
chicken over your head?

THE COMPARATIVE QUERY

For simplicity’s sake we’ll limit our cost 
analysis to just one form of energy: electricity. 
But be warned, this won’t do much to clear 
up the confusion.

I’ve chosen electricity partly because it runs 
more things around the house than most 
forms of energy. And partly because the 
virtue-signalers, the holier-than-thous, the 
earth-savers, and the climate-redeemers think 
that there is an immaculate, pure, and saintly 
form of energy called “electric.”

Which is ridiculous, bow down as they will 
to their Nissan Leaf. Electricity doesn’t grow 
on trees unless the Nissan is up one during a 
lightning storm.

Electricity must be generated from some 
other energy source. The rescue cats that 
the virtue-signalers own, rubbing against 
their yoga pants, are not useful generators of 
electricity (“renewable,” “sustainable,” and 
“alternative” though rescue cats may be).

THE EXPERT QUERY

The asset management and investment 
advisory firm Lazard is perhaps the world’s 
leading source of expertise on the cost of 
generating electricity. It is, at least, the best 
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source I’ve been able to find. Lazard does not 
have a dog (or a rescue cat) in the fight over 
particular types of energy generation. Lazard 
does not generate (or attempt to prevent the 
generation) of any kind of energy. It’s a bank. 
It wants to make money. The need for facts is 
the key fact of capitalism.

If you’d like to read a 22-page PDF with 
copious annotations in a tiny typeface, I 
recommend “Lazard’s Levelized Cost of 
Energy Analysis – Version 11.0”. 

I’ll stick to the briefer and somewhat more 
comprehensible three pages therein devoted 
to “Unsubsidized Levelized Cost of Energy 
Comparison.”

THE WTF QUERY

First I had to figure out what “Levelized Cost 
of Energy” (LCOE) means.

A visit to Wikipedia explained it. Sort of.

“LOCE is an economic assessment of the 
average total cost to build and operate a 
power-generating asset over its lifetime 
divided by the total energy output of the asset 
over that lifetime.” (Although the “lifetime” 
stuff makes me wonder whether I get a senior-
citizen discount.)

LOCE is measured in “dollars per megawatt 
hour” or “$/MWh.” So I had to figure out 
what a megawatt is. It’s a million watts. This 
sounds like all the watts you’d ever need. But, 
as with a million dollars, it turns out you 
can blow though it quick. The average U.S. 
residential utility customer uses about 10.8 
megawatts a year.

Finally, there’s the matter of government 
subsidies. Lazard, as the PDF subhead 
indicates, claims its LOCE excludes 
government subsidies. But there’s an element 
of government subsidy inherent in every form 
of energy – even if only in the government’s 
eminent domain permission (granted or denied) 
to build or use the infrastructure necessary to 
deliver the energy (pipelines, power-transmission 
lines, rail and road transport licenses, etc.).

It would be nice to look at energy prices 
without consideration of politics. But we 
might as well look at spaghetti without 
consideration of pasta.

THE QUERY ITSELF

Listed below, according to source of power 
generation, is what electricity costs. Not, of 
course, what electricity costs you. You pay 
consumer prices. These are producer prices. 
Naturally, producers intend to profit. You’ll 
find that even a hippie in a yurt with a 
Buddhist prayer wheel hooked to the power 
grid is looking to make a good thing out of it.

You’ll also notice that, in every source of 
power generation, there’s a broad variable 
in the price. Sometimes the variable is so 
broad that you’ll wonder whether this cost 
comparison is of any use at all. (I wonder 
myself.) One reason for the variables is 
Lazard’s attempt to allow for fluctuating 
commodity prices and international 
differences in land, building materials, and 
labor costs. Another reason for the variables 
is that people are stupid. You didn’t hire 
your brother-in-law to install your solar roof 
panels, did you? You did? Sorry.

It would be 
nice to look 
at energy 
prices 
without 
consideration 
of politics. 
But we might 
as well look 
at spaghetti 
without 
consideration 
of pasta.
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The best way to use the above graph is to look 
at the right side of it, the high-end cost. Odds 
are that’s what you’ll have to suck up.

Now let’s read the fine print in my footnotes:

1. The $/MWh figures for Alternative 
Energy do not include the costs of hooking 
alternative energy into a conventional 
energy grid. Nor do they include the costs 
to that grid for what Lazard politely calls 
“overcoming system intermittency.”

Which means, yes, there’s wind. Wonderful 
stuff. Wind power enabled Ferdinand Magellan 
to sail around the world... in three years.

Because the wind doesn’t always blow. And 
when it does blow, wind sometimes forms 
itself into a big black funnel and heads for 
wind farms. You can rely on wind the way 
you can rely on my teenage daughter. You can 
rely on her to be anywhere except where you 
want her to be. Such as home.

“Where are you going?”

“To the library.”

“At 11 o’clock at night?”

2. The high-end price for utility scale solar is 
what the electricity costs when it needs to be 
stored because the sun doesn’t work night shifts. 
Picture a Mayan pyramid-sized pile of 12-volt 
car batteries rising from the desert floor.

3. The top price of wind is for windmills built 
off-shore, where they probably will have to be 
un-built when it’s discovered that the vibration 
from their blades interferes with Judy Collins 
singing duets with humpback whales.

4. The upper level of coal-generation cost 
is for coal plants with 90% carbon-capture 
technology. This is a better rate of carbon 
capture than I get from the trees I planted last 
year on my tree farm. True, that’s because of a 
fall bagworm infestation and all the trees are 
dead. But you take my point.

5. Stand-alone gas and diesel generators are 
on the graph for comparison's sake. They’re 

   ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

 Residential rooftop solar                                                                              $187/MWh                                                            $319/MWh 

 Commercial, industrial, and community rooftop solar                               $76/MWh                                                      $194/MWh

 Utility scale solar                 $43/KWh     $53/KWh    $82/MWh

 Geothermal                                $77/MWh                   $117/MWh                                                                                               
 Biomass                      $55/MWh                           $114/MWh                                                                                               
 Wind           $30/MWh              $60/MWh           $113/MWh3

   CONVENTIONAL ENERGY

 Natural gas                $42/MWh                 $78 /MWh

 Coal                        $60/MWh                                     $143/MWh

	 Coal	gasification																																								$96/MWh                                                            $231/MWh

 Nuclear                                              $112/MWh                                 $183/MWh

 Stand-alone natural gas generator                            $68/MWh                  $106/MWh

 Stand-alone diesel generator                                                                                   $197/MWh                                       $281/MWh

Source

1

2

3

4

5
5
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Residential 
solar is 
mainly for 
bragging 
rights. You 
think other 
people are 
going to be 
impressed 
when they 
look at your 
roof.
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used in remote locations or emergencies and 
no one would propose them as a source of 
“conventional” power. Except me, almost 
every week all winter and during spring and 
summer thunderstorms (see my “Letter From 
the Editor” in this issue).

6. Bonus footnote. Hydroelectric wasn’t part 
of Lazard’s analysis. Maybe because it’s too 
dam hard (sorry) to price it.

THE ‘WHAT HAVE WE 
LEARNED?’ QUERY

Looking – as I suggested – at the right side 
of the graph, the first thing we learn is to 
get your brother-in-law down off the ladder. 
Residential solar is mainly for bragging 
rights. You think other people are going to be 
impressed when they look at your roof. Then 
they look at your roof and see your brother-
in-law up there drinking beer instead of 
installing solar panels, and they think you’re 
running a nuthouse.

But let’s give the virtue-signalers their due. 
Large-scale solar is not unreasonably priced. 
I have no objection to solar even in northern 
New England. It seems to work for Tom 
Bodett even though I, who have lived in 
northern New England longer than Tom, can 
testify that our region gets a total of 72 hours 
of sunshine a year.

Tom also lives in Vermont while I live in New 
Hampshire. The main problem with solar 
power in New Hampshire is not cloudy skies 
and long winter nights... The main problem is 
that the entire state is zoned “Quaint.”

Putting up solar panels is all well and good until 

the local zoning board gets involved and you find 
out that your solar panels have to be authentic 
colonial white clapboard with green shutters.

More of a surprise to me than the price of 
solar is that, according to Lazard’s LCOE 
figures, biomass and geothermal look good.

But biomass doesn’t smell good. It’s the 
methane from rotting trash and sewage. Or, 
when it does smell good, it’s the ethanol 
alcohol from food crops. I’m not much of a 
holier-than-thou but, when pressed, I too can 
do a little virtue-signaling.

According to the World Health Organization, 
the globe has more than 800,000,000 under-
fed people. Using something that they could 
eat to make energy when there are so many 
things useful for the same purpose that they 
can’t eat (natural gas, sunshine) seems under-
good.

(By which holier-than-thou statement I do 
not mean to impugn the pure and saintly 
ethanol in scotch, bourbon, rye, vodka, gin, 
tequila, wine, or beer. People around the 
globe should be well-fed and get to have a 
little nip.)

As for geothermal, I have no idea how that 
works. Tom Bodett drills a deep-ass well 
and gets hot water. I drill a deep-ass well 
and get water that’s icy cold (and stinks like 
rotten eggs). Do well-drilling companies 
have “hot” and “cold” taps on their drilling 
rigs? Do they keep a supply of eggs that are 
past their sell-by date in their truck? I’m 
turning this geothermal stuff over to the 
more knowledgeable people on the American 
Consequences staff. Maybe they’ll have a 
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geothermal investment tip for you some time 
in the future.

Meanwhile, if you’ve invested in coal power 
you might as well throw your investment 
down a coalmine. But be careful. A peek at the 
carbon panic in the news media and a glance 
at the $/MWh for coal with 90% carbon 
capture tell us that the canary has died.

Nuclear power is dead, too. Never mind if 
scientific and technical advances could (and 
they probably can) reduce the $/MWh to 
bupkis. There’s a variable that the bar on 
the Lazard graph doesn’t show. Actually, it’s 
more of a constant. As previously mentioned, 
people are stupid. The stupid public has 
absolutely and irrevocably convinced itself 
that nuclear power means a Fukushima in 
every back yard, and not only will we all be 
dead from radiation but we’ll be faced with 
cleaning up the tsunami damage, too.

Meanwhile, wind verges on being free as the 
wind. Reliability questions aside, you might 
be puzzled why more electricity isn’t being 
generated with it. I’m not, even though I live 
in a place where there’s nothing but wind. I 
have never seen the swings on our swing set 
hang vertically. You could light Boston with the 
power of what blows though the doggie door.

Plenty of windmills have been proposed 
to grace our local promontories. But the 
neighborhood virtue-signalers, claiming to love 
all things natural, always (wind) chime in:

“No, not on that hill – it will block the 
natural view of sunset!”

“No, not on that hill – it will block the 
natural view of sunrise!”

“Not on that hill – it’s a natural bird 
migration route!”

“Not on that hill either – the birds are 
migrating back!”

I’ve been to wind farms. I’ve watched the 
blades turn on wind turbines. They don’t go 
that fast. Any bird that gets hit by one – it’s a 
Darwin thing.

For electrical generation, taking everything 
into consideration, the natural choice is 
natural gas. It wouldn’t seem to require much 
discussion. But lots of discussion there has 
been. Let me try to summarize the measured 
and nuanced, wise and insightful conversation 
that America is having about natural gas...

Frack you!

There was a time when I knew what energy 
cost. As I said in my “Letter From the Editor,” 
I once lived in New Hampshire by myself. 
My energy needs were modest. I heated with 
wood, cooked on the woodstove, and did my 
reading Abe Lincoln-style by firelight.

Yet to meet those modest energy needs, I had 
to burn a lot of wood. And to burn a lot of 
wood I had to cut a lot of trees. Every time 
I started my chainsaw and watched its keen-
edged chisel teeth roar along the chainsaw bar 
at 60 mph inches from my flesh, I knew what 
energy cost. Or what it could cost.

Energy – it costs an arm and a leg.

I’ve watched 
the blades 
turn on wind 
turbines. 
They don’t 
go that fast. 
Any bird that 
gets hit by 
one – it’s 
a Darwin 
thing.
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By Dr. Steve 
Sjuggerud

Pop quiz...

You have the choice:

Make 1,400% gains? Or

Lose money?

Of course, anyone would take a 1,400% gain 
over losing money.

But to do it, you would have had to step 
outside the box... and make an investment in 
commodities in a very different way from 
normal.

Commodities have performed poorly in 
recent decades. They currently trade at 1990s 
prices. It’s crazy. But there’s a better way to 
own commodities...

Instead of losing money, this way of buying 
commodities has soared more than 1,400% 
since 1990. Take a look at the chart below...

Believe it or not, these two commodity 
indexes aren’t that different...

They both track a large basket of commodity 
prices. It’s just that the regular commodity 
index is a “dumb” index. Our other 
commodity index – the one that soared 
1,400% – is a “smart” index.

To understand the difference, we need to take 
a step back. There’s a fundamental reason the 
smart index soared 1,400% and the dumb 
index lost money. And it’s the same reason 
making money in commodities is difficult for 
the average investor...

WHY IT’S SO HARD FOR MOST 
PEOPLE TO MAKE MONEY IN 
COMMODITIES

We have a great setup in commodities...

While virtually everything else has soared, 
commodities crashed for the better part of a 
decade. As a result, investors gave up on them 
in recent years.

Most folks haven’t even noticed that the next 
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They currently 
trade at 1990 

prices. It’s 
crazy. But 

there’s a better 
way to own 
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Not so fast...

Most individual investors would have bought 
the United States Oil Fund (USO) to take 
advantage of a potential rise in oil prices. This 
fund exists to track oil prices, which it does 
with futures contracts.

Buying oil in late 2008 would have been a 
brilliant idea. But if you’d bought shares of 
USO to make the trade, you would have lost 
money.

While the price of oil has soared from less 
than $40 a barrel to more than $60 a barrel, 
the price of USO is less than $15 per share. 
Take a look at the chart below...

What went wrong? How could an investment 
thesis that was right turn so sour?

The answer to those questions – and the 
reason investing in commodities can be 
dangerous – is explainable with a single 
word... “contango.”

I’d bet 99% of investors have never heard of 
contango. But it’s incredibly important when 
it comes to investing in commodities. And it’s 

boom is likely underway... that huge gains are 
likely ahead of us.

This is a great setup... and it could lead to 
massive gains.

However, you need to understand 
something...

Investing in commodities is tricky. Doing 
it the wrong way can result in BIG losses 
– even if commodity prices go higher.

The danger of investing in commodities isn’t 
that commodity prices are volatile. That’s 
not a secret. The problem with investing in 
commodities isn’t with commodities at all.

The problem is how typical investors make 
commodity investments. Here’s an example...

During the financial crisis in late 2008, the 
price of oil fell below $40 a barrel. In the past 
year, oil has risen quite a bit off its bottom. 
It’s now in the mid-$60s a barrel.

If you’d bought oil at the bottom in late 2008, 
you should have made a good bit of money, 
right? Around 50%, based on oil’s move over 
the past decade.

Buying oil in late 
2008 would have 
been a brilliant idea. 
But if you’d bought 
shares of USO to 
make the trade, 
you would have lost 
money.

WTI CRUDE OIL VS. UNITED STATES OIL FUND (USO)
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the exact reason shares of USO dramatically 
underperformed oil prices over the past nine 
years.

You see, USO doesn’t hold barrels of oil. 
Instead, it invests in oil by purchasing futures 
contracts. These futures contracts are an 
agreement to buy a certain asset – oil, in our 
example – at a certain price on a certain day.

In the case of oil, a futures contract exists for 
every month of the year. The way those prices 
relate to one another can create contango, 
which is terrible for investors of futures-based 
investment funds like USO.

In short, contango means that next month’s 
price of a commodity is higher than this 
month’s price.

The table below shows hypothetical oil futures 
prices. These aren’t today’s actual prices, but 
they illustrate the problem of contango. Take 
a look:

CONTRACT EXPIRATION PRICE

  July 15 $65    

  August 15 $66

  September 15 $67    

  October 15 $68

  November 15 $70    

As you can see, the lowest-priced futures 
contract in this example is the current month 
(known as the “front month”). As you go 
further out in time, prices get higher and 
higher.

This is a killer for investors...

You see, USO attempts to track oil prices by 

holding the front-month futures contract. 
The front month usually has the most trading 
volume and most accurately tracks the true 
commodity price.

However, on July 15, the current front month 
expires. In order to keep the fund ticking, 
USO must sell that contract and buy the 
August 15 contract – which becomes the new 
front-month contract.

The futures lingo for this process is “rolling” 
a position. And when contango exists, it’s 
expensive...

In this case, selling the July contract nets 
$65. USO then immediately buys the August 
contract for $66. In short, the fund loses $1 
for every contract it owns.

This happens month after month to 
commodity funds when the commodity they 
own is in contango... And commodities spend 
a lot of their time in contango. So that means 
most commodity exchange-traded funds – 
the way most investors would try to own 
commodities – are completely broken.

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is the editor of 
True Wealth, an investment advisory 
which specializes in safe, unique 
alternative investments overlooked by 
Wall Street, and based on the simple 
idea that you don’t have to take big 
risks to make big returns.

He alerts readers to some of the 
biggest opportunities in the market every 
weekday at http://www.dailywealth.com/.
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Science is better at answering “how” questions 
than “why” questions. Gravity explains 
how celestial bodies attract each other at a 
distance, but it does not tell us why. That is a 
question for metaphysics. Biology can explain 
that we gain weight when we consume 
more calories than we burn. But it does not 
explain why I often do. By understanding 
the mechanisms driving outcomes, we can 
devise strategies to stop, prevent, encourage, 
or overcome them. If I consume fewer calories 
and exercise more, I should lose weight.

But understanding the “how” question 
often makes the “why” question even more 
mysterious. Are so many people overweight 
because of a lack of knowledge, weakness 
of character, addiction, or a problem with 
the processes that cause both hunger and 
satiation?

The Nobel laureate economist 
Paul Samuelson once commended 
macroeconomics for having transformed 
“the pre-war dinosaur into a post-war lizard.” 
The discovery of the mechanisms by which 

By Ricardo 
Hausmann

n July 23, Alejandro 
Werner, the director of the 
International Monetary 
Fund’s Western Hemisphere 

Department, announced that 
the fund was expecting inflation 

in Venezuela to reach 1,000,000% by 
year’s end. In April, the IMF announced 
that Venezuela’s GDP was expected to 
be 45% below its 2013 level by the same 
time. These are mindboggling numbers. 
How and why could such a thing happen?

https://americanconsequences.com/the-venality-of-evil/
https://books.google.cz/books?id=IXvjBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA45&lpg=PA45&dq=the+pre-war+dinosaur+into+a+post-war+lizard&source=bl&ots=yWNWAJrEhA&sig=BwB35z1I_EmoQrPUl8VChu1NK-8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwir7ZKAwcbcAhVPDOwKHRLjD_AQ6AEwBnoECAIQAQ#v=onepage&q=the%20pre-war%20dinosaur%20into%20a%20post-war%20lizard&f=false
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-23/venezuela-s-inflation-to-reach-1-million-percent-imf-forecasts
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-23/venezuela-s-inflation-to-reach-1-million-percent-imf-forecasts


Greek crisis (when the economy shrank by 
26.9%)? And how could this happen while 
simultaneously generating hyperinflation of a 
magnitude seen only in Germany in 1923 or 
Zimbabwe in 2008-2009?

The answer is surprisingly straightforward and 
well understood. The government used the 
oil boom that started in 2004 to disempower 
society and enhance state control over 
production and the market, while borrowing 
massively in international markets. Although 
state control was detrimental to production, 
the government could shelter the public from 
its consequences through subsidized imports, 
which further damaged domestic production.

By 2013, the government’s excessive 
borrowing had caused it to lose access to 
international capital markets, triggering the 
start of the recession. In 2014, the price of 
oil fell sharply, making the previous import 
level unsustainable and triggering a much 
deeper collapse. It was clear at the time that 
the government needed to change its ways. 
Even members of President Nicolás Maduro’s 
administration pushed for a return to more 
market-friendly policies and for international 
financial support. Instead, Maduro’s 
government doubled down, deepening 
distortionary controls on the economy.

It was also clear by the end of 2015 that a 
major collapse was coming – and even that 
a famine was in the making. Nothing was 
done to prevent it. Offers of humanitarian 
assistance were refused. With imports, output, 
and tax revenues collapsing, the government 
opted to print the money needed to cover the 
fiscal deficit, triggering hyperinflation.

large economic fluctuations occur had led 
to an understanding of how to use fiscal and 
monetary policies, to tame, if not to prevent, 
crises such as the Great Depression, when 
the U.S. economy shrank by 28.9% between 
1928 and 1933.

Economists have been much criticized for 
the post-2008 Great Recession, but thanks 
to prompt fiscal and monetary action based 
on macroeconomic theory, GDP fell by 
only 3.1% in the United States. In Europe, 
despite the large external deficits in some of 
the European Union’s southern and eastern 
members at the outset of the crisis and 
the fetters implied by the euro, the fall in 
GDP was held to less than 10% in hard-hit 
Ireland, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. Here, too, 
aggressive – and at the time controversial 
– policy action, especially by the European 
Central Bank, helped contain the fallout 
from the near-collapse of the global financial 
system.

How is it, then, that Venezuela can have a 
GDP contraction that dwarfs that of the 
Great Depression, the Spanish Civil War 
(when GDP fell by 29%), or even the recent 

THE VENALITY OF EVIL
The government used 

the oil boom that started 
in 2004 to disempower 

society and enhance state 
control over production 

and the market, while 
borrowing massively in 

international markets. 
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The only way out of the 
crisis was to re-empower 
society with the capacity 

to organize market-
based production to meet 

people's needs. 

But while the “how” of the Venezuelan 
collapse is clear and was predicted ex ante, 
the “why” question is harder to answer. 
Why, with clearly formulated alternatives 
on the table, did the government choose a 
predictably disastrous course of action, at 
such high human cost?

There are three possibilities: ignorance, 
intention, and strategic interaction. Let’s 
start with the last one. In a 1991 paper, Allan 
Drazen and Alberto Alesina suggested that 
economic stabilization might be delayed 
because two contending groups are trapped 
in a war of attrition. All understand that 

adjustment is necessary but expect the 
other group to bear the brunt of the cost. 
By delaying, they provide information to 
the other group about their willingness to 
withstand the pain. The process continues 
until one group capitulates and bears the cost 
of adjustment, in order to benefit from the 
stabilization. But in a totalitarian regime such 
as Venezuela – and with Cuba calling the 
reform shots – it is hard to tell who is trapped 
in a war of attrition with whom.

Ignorance is a weak explanation. True, the 
government does not have a single cabinet 
member with an economics degree, and 
Maduro barely finished high school, but 

plenty of one-time Chavistas pleaded for a 
change of policy in a more sensible direction. 
If the government is ignorant, its ignorance 
was a deliberate choice.

That leaves intent. The government chose 
this course of action because it felt that it was 
better than the alternatives. But it is difficult 
to imagine courses of action with worse 
outcomes for millions of people than the 
current one. What are we missing?

The only way out of the crisis was to re-
empower society with the capacity to organize 
market-based production to meet people’s 
needs. But that was anathema to the regime. 
Given the choice between re-empowering 
and starving its citizens, the regime chose the 
latter and bought off as many henchmen, 
through venal means, as it would need. Yes, 
the catastrophe would weaken the regime... 
but society would weaken even faster, assuring 
the regime continued control.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines 
“evil” as “doing or intending to do harm.” 
Ultimately, there is no other plausible 
explanation for what has happened in 
Venezuela.

© Project Syndicate

Ricardo Hausmann, a former minister 
of planning of Venezuela and former 
Chief Economist of the Inter-American 
Development Bank, is Director of  
the Center for International 
Development at Harvard University 
and a professor of economics at the 
Harvard Kennedy School.
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Russia Conspiracies and  
Fracking Technologies 

As the Russia investigation continues to rage in newspapers, classified meetings, 
and Twitter handles, former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page is at the center  
of it all.

If you’ve been following the Russian collusion investigation closely, his name 
probably sounds familiar.

He’s been subpoenaed by the U.S. Senate, targeted by government surveillance, 
and even received a presidential Tweet of support. Here, Carter talks with Stansberry 
Research founder and Investor Hour host Porter Stansberry...

A Conversation With...  Carter Page  
American oil industry consultant and former 

foreign policy adviser to Donald Trump
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Porter Stansberry: You’re probably  
most widely known for being at the 
center of the Russian conspiracy case 
that the FBI is supposedly putting 
together. I think that it’s so implausible 
that it’s almost laughable, but what 
do you make of all this? Why would 
anybody suppose that President Trump 
is under the spell of Russian agents?

CARTER PAGE: This is almost more of a 
media question than a foreign policy question 
and links between news organizations and 
political operatives. As someone who actually 
has spent time in Russia, I became the 
centerpiece of that process very quickly...

Starting in September 2016, when the 
first stories from this crazy dossier that the 
Democrats paid for to smear the Trump 
campaign and myself, it’s really had an amazing 
shelf life, given the fact that so many people 
were quick to buy into this. And I think what’s 
been interesting over the last nine months 
or so is that, as truth continues to come out 
regarding who is actually behind this, we find 
that there was clearly a lot of wrongdoing by 
certain operatives in the U.S. government.

Porter Stansberry: My notes here say 
that you have chosen to be your own 
lawyer in this matter, and you’re up 
against the Federal prosecutors and 
Mueller, who have unlimited resources 
and don’t hesitate to play dirty. Is there 
a rationale to that decision? Shouldn’t 
you be with a big firm that can help you 
stand up to these guys?

CARTER PAGE: There’s the – what I call the 
“witch hunt” side of the question, and then 
there’s the civil side.

I am suing the Broadcasting Board of 
Governors, which is a federal agency. They 
were the ones that retransmitted the Yahoo 
News report, which was used as part of the 
illegitimate foreign intelligence surveillance 
court warrant that was placed on me in 
October 2016. And I’m also suing both Oath 
Inc., which is the owner of Yahoo News and 
Huffington Post, which put out over a dozen 
defamatory articles.

I’ve always had an entrepreneurial approach 
throughout life. And big defamation cases – 
there’s this famous case against ABC News 
called the “Pink Slime case” – major cases like 
that sometimes run into tens of millions of 
dollars of legal fees.

So I thought it was a great time to actually 
dig into the details myself. And you know, 
in any law case, it’s always a balance between 
facts and the law. And I think the facts, once 
they’re fully known, it should be a pretty 
easy case. But there’s a lot of major lies in 
Washington right now that need to be worked 
out that have really damaged President 
Trump’s administration.

That ties back into the sort of an investor 
focus of what Trump is dealing with in 
Europe right now, because I think there’s a 
dark cloud over his administration based on 
this completely fraudulent story.

Regarding the special counsel investigation, 
there are a lot of leaks to the Washington Post 
and others regarding my spending over 10 
hours with the FBI in March 2017. There’s 
been less news about my cooperation with the 
special counsel investigation, but it has been 
reported in the New York Times and Washington 
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A CONVERSATION WITH... Carter Page
guess the rest is history. And our courts were 
significantly abused through that process. So 
yeah, it was plenty of drama.

Porter Stansberry: Let me move past the 
scandal and ask you a broad question 
about the oil business, which I know you 
also know a lot about.

At Stansberry Research, we started 
tracking fracking and horizontal drilling 
in the early 2000s and we had one of 
our best contacts, a guy named Cactus 
Schroeder, in the oil fields and around 
the Eagle Ford area.

So, very early on, we brought that story 
to our readers, beginning in the 2007-
2008 time frame. We were predicting 
that the Eagle Ford would become 
one of the largest oil discoveries in 
the world, and certainly the largest in 
continental U.S. history.

And if you’ll remember, that was the 
height of the peak oil madness. So our 
research firm was talking about the 
inevitable oil boom that was coming, 
while at the same time, all the headlines 
were that there was a twilight in the 
desert of Saudi Arabia, and we would 
soon be out of hydrocarbons.

So we have been firmly on the camp 
of much larger U.S. oil production and 
growing global production. So we were 
not surprised or upset by the price 
declines that happened in 2014, and 
we have not been surprised to see the 
growth of U.S. production, relative to the 
rest of the world.

What I don’t think we have a good grasp 
on, and what maybe you could help us 

Post and others that yes, I spent time with 
them last year, and in that case I did have a 
great team of lawyers helping me, but nothing 
that was accused against myself or anyone I 
knew has any merit or basis to it whatsoever.

Porter Stansberry: Well, I applaud you 
for taking on those powerful interests 
in a libel or defamation case. I just 
hope you also have some healthy life 
insurance, because people like Vince 
Foster, when they take on these powers 
they – sometimes they don’t end up in a 
good place.

CARTER PAGE: Yeah. Well, I think the 
Vince Foster analogy may have some merit 
to it. There were a lot of death threats that 
I received when these fake stories started 
coming out in September 2016, when the 
Democrats were trying to pitch the false 
story about the Trump campaign and myself 
to the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, 
Washington Post – they all contacted me and 
kept asking about these same false allegations, 
starting in July 2016.

I always denied it, and because it was so 
blatantly obvious that it’s false and there was 
not much to talk about, but eventually they 
found someone that they could talk with 
or rely upon, which was Yahoo News, and I 

We were predicting that  
the Eagle Ford would 
become one of the largest 
oil discoveries in the world, 
and certainly the largest in 
continental U.S. history.
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with, is: What’s going to happen over 
the next several decades, not just in the 
next five years or next year?

What’s going to happen to the relative 
political power and influence of the 
large oil producers, including Saudi 
Arabia and Russia, as the U.S. produces 
more and more hydrocarbons, and 
garners a larger and larger share of the 
world market?

CARTER PAGE: A lot of those same factors 
have already been increasingly in play, and I 
think it speaks to two elements of President 
Trump’s policy which have really been major 
positive drivers over the course of the last year 
and could be a lot bigger if they were allowed 
to fully flourish.

The fracking and shale revolution was 
really based on technology. And up until 
January 2017 and the beginning of President 
Trump’s administration, there was a lot of 
environmental and restrictive government 
policies that really limited some of the steps 
that energy producers could take in terms of 
fully developing those capabilities.

It sort of speaks to this concept of political risk. 
Political risk is often viewed in an international 
context, but there’s definitely a state-level 
element to it as well. But I think overall, it 
speaks to the sort of the positive nature of 
some of the steps President Trump has been 
taking to develop a much more constructive 
relationship with some of those countries.

Some of the risk that you’re referring to in 
terms of those possible tensions could be 
much greater if you know the powers that 
be and the foreign policy establishment in 
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A CONVERSATION WITH... Carter Page
Washington used or leveraged some of those 
developments in a very negative way.

I think what President Trump has done – not 
only in Saudi Arabia, throughout the Gulf 
Cooperation Countries (GCC) in the Middle 
East, but also Russia – is trying to find new 
solutions that are going to be much more 
constructive and much more cooperative...

A lot of it comes down to relationships, and I 
think the steps that President Trump has been 
taking to help push forward some of those 
relationships with key energy-producing states, 
including Saudi Arabia and Russia, I think can 
be a major step forward on both fronts and can 
really provide a significant amount of upside.

Porter Stansberry: What do you think 
about investing in Russia right now? 
Obviously the Russian market is very 
cheap compared to the U.S. market. It 
usually trades at a discount, but the 
discount is probably as wide as it’s 
been in the last decade or more. Buying 
Russia today is certainly a contrarian 
idea. The dollar has been very strong, 
and Russia has been sort of out-of-favor 
internationally. You know more about 
Russia than most people. Would you be 
buying Russian stocks?

CARTER PAGE: Well, it’s interesting. I’ve 
been involved in various Russia investment 
initiatives going back to 2004 when I moved 
over to Moscow, and with another guy, 
opened a Merrill Lynch office in Moscow.

And so, living there from 2004-2007, I think 
there are a lot of similarities to what we saw 
right now in terms of the misunderstanding. 
I think there’s a lot of misinformation in 

terms of what actually is happening there, 
and I think that speaks directly to what you’re 
referring to with the price imbalances and the 
undervaluation of a lot of assets in Russia.

I went on a lot of investor meetings with 
some top Russian companies over the years, 
and I think what’s interesting when you’re 
meeting with major Western investors 
and some senior executives from Russian 
companies is that it’s a process of working 
through misunderstandings.

Because I think there is a great imbalance of 
knowledge, and I think that’s what makes 
the last two years particularly timely and a 
major turning point. Because I think a lot 
of that same information has escalated, and 
they sort of use this as a way to tear down, 
first, candidate Trump, but then try to damage 
his administration with this completely fake 
Russia story, which started the witch hunt that 
Mr. Comey and various people started during 
the 2016 election campaigns, leading up to 
President Trump’s victory in November 2016.
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By 
Joseph E. 
Stiglitz

THE U.S. IS AT 
RISK OF LOSING 

A TRADE WAR 
WITH CHINA

What was at first a trade skirmish – with U.S. President Donald 
Trump imposing tariffs on steel and aluminum – appears to be 
quickly morphing into a full-scale trade war with China. If the truce 
agreed by Europe and the U.S. holds, the U.S. will be doing battle 
mainly with China, rather than the world. (Of course, the trade 
conflict with Canada and Mexico will continue to simmer, given U.S. 
demands that neither country can or should accept.)
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Beyond the true, but by now platitudinous, 
assertion that everyone will lose, what can 
we say about the possible outcomes of 
Trump’s trade war? First, macroeconomics 
always prevails: If the United States’ domestic 
investment continues to exceed its savings, it 
will have to import capital and have a large 
trade deficit. Worse, because of the tax cuts 
enacted at the end of last year, the U.S. fiscal 
deficit is reaching new records – recently 
projected to exceed $1 trillion by 2020 – 
which means that the trade deficit almost 
surely will increase, whatever the outcome of 
the trade war. The only way that won’t happen 
is if Trump leads the U.S. into a recession, 
with incomes declining so much that 
investment and imports plummet.

The “best” outcome of Trump’s narrow 
focus on the trade deficit with China would 
be improvement in the bilateral balance, 
matched by an increase of an equal amount 
in the deficit with some other country 
(or countries). The U.S. might sell more 
natural gas to China and buy fewer washing 
machines, but it will sell less natural gas to 
other countries and buy washing machines 
or something else from Thailand or another 
country that has avoided the irascible Trump’s 
wrath. But, because the U.S. interfered with 
the market, it will be paying more for its 
imports and getting less for its exports than 
otherwise would have been the case. In short, 
the best outcome means that the U.S. will be 
worse off than it is today.

The U.S. has a problem, but it’s not with 
China. It’s at home: America has been 
saving too little. Trump, like so many of his 
compatriots, is immensely shortsighted. If he 

had a whit of understanding of economics 
and a long-term vision, he would have done 
what he could to increase national savings. 
That would have reduced the multilateral 
trade deficit.

There are obvious quick fixes: China could 
buy more American oil and then sell it on 
to others. This would not make an iota of 
difference, beyond perhaps a slight increase in 
transaction costs. But Trump could trumpet 
that he had eliminated the bilateral trade 
deficit.

In fact, significantly reducing the bilateral 
trade deficit in a meaningful way will prove 
difficult. As demand for Chinese goods 
decreases, the renminbi’s exchange rate will 
weaken – even without any government 
intervention. This will partly offset the 
effect of U.S. tariffs. At the same time, it 
will increase China’s competitiveness with 
other countries – and this will be true even 
if China doesn’t use other instruments in 
its possession, like wage and price controls, 
or push strongly for productivity increases. 
China’s overall trade balance, like that of the 
U.S., is determined by its macroeconomics.

If China intervenes more actively and 
retaliates more aggressively, the change in 
the U.S.-China trade balance could be even 
smaller. The relative pain each will inflict on 
the other is difficult to ascertain. China has 
more control of its economy, and has wanted 
to shift toward a growth model based on 
domestic demand rather than investment and 
exports. The U.S. is simply helping China do 
what it has already been trying to do. On the 
other hand, U.S. actions come at a time when LO
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Trump has shown how he responds when 
his lies are exposed or his policies are failing: 
He doubles down. China has repeatedly 
offered face-saving ways for Trump to leave 
the battlefield and declare victory. But 
he refuses to take them up. Perhaps hope 
can be found in three of his other traits: 
his focus on appearance over substance, 
his unpredictability, and his love of “big 
man” politics. Perhaps in a grand meeting 
with President Xi Jinping, he can declare 
the problem solved, with some minor 
adjustments of tariffs here and there, and 
some new gesture toward market-opening 
that China had already planned to announce, 
and everyone can go home happy.

In this scenario, Trump will have “solved,” 
imperfectly, a problem that he created. But 
the world following his foolish trade war 
will still be different: more uncertain, less 
confident in the international rule of law, and 
with harder borders. Trump has changed the 
world, permanently, for the worse. Even with 
the best possible outcomes, the only winner is 
Trump – with his outsize ego pumped up just 
a little more.

© Project Syndicate

China is trying to manage excess leverage 
and excess capacity. At least in some sectors, 
the U.S. will make these tasks all the more 
difficult.

This much is clear: If Trump’s objective is 
to stop China from pursuing its “Made in 
China 2025” policy – adopted in 2015 to 
further its 40-year goal of narrowing the 
income gap between China and the advanced 
countries – he will almost surely fail. On the 
contrary, Trump’s actions will only strengthen 
Chinese leaders’ resolve to boost innovation 
and achieve technological supremacy, as they 
realize that they can’t rely on others, and that 
the U.S. is actively hostile.

If a country enters a war, trade or otherwise, 
it should be sure that good generals – with 
clearly defined objectives, a viable strategy, 
and popular support – are in charge. It is 
here that the differences between China and 
the U.S. appear so great. No country could 
have a more unqualified economic team than 
Trump’s, and a majority of Americans are not 
behind the trade war.

Public support will wane even further as 
Americans realize that they lose doubly from 
this war: Jobs will disappear, not only because 
of China’s retaliatory measures, but also 
because U.S. tariffs increase the price of U.S. 
exports and make them less competitive, and 
the prices of the goods they buy will rise. This 
may force the dollar’s exchange rate to fall, 
increasing inflation in the U.S. even more – 
giving rise to still more opposition. The Fed 
is likely then to raise interest rates, leading 
to weaker investment and growth and more 
unemployment.

Joseph E. Stiglitz, a Nobel laureate 
in economics, is University Professor 
at Columbia University and Chief 
Economist at the Roosevelt 
Institute. His most recent book 
is Globalization and Its Discontents 
Revisited: Anti-Globalization in the Era of 
Trump.

If a country 
enters a 
war, trade or 
otherwise, 
it should 
be sure 
that good 
generals – 
with clearly 
defined 
objectives, 
a viable 
strategy, 
and popular 
support 
– are in 
charge. 
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Get Me a Quote on That
READ THIS

"
One might compare the relation of the ego 
to the id with that between a rider and his 
horse. The horse provides the locomotor 
energy, and the rider has the prerogative 
of determining the goal and of guiding the 
movement of his powerful mount towards 
it. But all too often in the relations 
between the ego and the id we find 
a picture of the less ideal situation in 
which the rider is obliged to guide his 
horse in the direction in which it itself 
wants to go.
Sigmund Freud, New Introductory 
Lectures on Psychoanalysis

Power when wielded by abnormal 
energy is the most serious of facts.
Henry Adams, The Education of  
Henry Adams

DEEP THINKERS OF YORE ON COAL, OIL, GAS, SOLAR, NUCLEAR, AND WIND

Coal is a portable climate.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Wealth”

Neither shall the cruse of oil fail, until the day 
that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth.
I Kings 17:14

Decision by majorities is as much an 
expedient as lighting by gas.
William Gladstone, Speech in the House of 
Commons 1858

His soul proud Science taught to stray
Far as the solar walk or milky way...
Alexander Pope, “An Essay on Man”

Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. 
Szilard... leads me to expect that the 
element uranium may be turned into a 
new and important source of energy in the 
immediate future. Certain aspects of the 
situation which has arisen seem to call for 
watchfulness and, if necessary, quick action 
on the part of the Administration.
Albert Einstein, letter to President 
Roosevelt, August 1939

The answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind.
Bob Dylan

Nature is neutral. Man has wrested from 
nature the power to make the world a 
desert or to make the deserts bloom. There 
is no evil in the atom; only in men’s souls.
Adlai Stevenson, Speech at Hartford 
Connecticut, September 1952

The wave of the future 
is not the conquest of 
the world by a single 
dogmatic creed but 
the liberation of diverse 
energies of free nations 
and free men.
John F. Kennedy, 
Address at the 
University of California, 
Berkeley, March 1962
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" LITERARY INSIGHT  
from PRESENT & PAST

Until the miners arrived, these dunes were 
a quasi-barren wasteland – good only for 
weekend adventurers zipping around on 
buggies. And the price of sand was, well, 
zero. Today, it fetches $80 a ton, making this 
year’s haul alone worth about $2 billion.
Worthless Just Two Years Ago, West Texas 
Sand Now Brings in Billions Bloomberg

The 48 contiguous states alone are a 1.9 
billion-acre jigsaw puzzle of cities, farms, 
forests and pastures that Americans use to 
feed themselves, power their economy and 
extract value for business and pleasure.
Here's How America Uses Its Land 
Bloomberg

From horses to cars took just 12 years... Few 
saw the disruption coming. Today, the same 
thing could be happening in the energy 
markets. What happens if oil, gas, coal, and 
nuclear become obsolete by 2030? Fifteen 
noted thinkers offer their views...
The End of Carbon Fuels? A Symposium of 
Views The International Economy

"WHAT WE’RE READING

When a drilling platform is scheduled for 
destruction, it must go on a thousand-mile 
final journey to the breaker’s yard. As one rig 
proved when it crashed on to the rocks of a 
remote Scottish island, this is always a risky 
business.
Where Oil Rigs Go To Die The Guardian

In a dusty swath of West Texas known as the 
Permian Basin, a historic oil boom is pushing 
U.S. production to record levels and bringing 
sudden wealth to local landowners – along 
with some thorny challenges. As they rush 
to invest, oil majors like ExxonMobil are 
betting that this bonanza has staying power.
Lone Star Rising Fortune

Bilfinger, one of Germany's best-known 
construction firms, pledged to clean up its 
global business practices as it pivoted to the 
oil sector. But when an investigator began 
digging into one of the company's deals in 
the Middle East, she suddenly fell ill – and 
things only got stranger from there.
A Princess, a Poisoning, and an Oil Fortune 
Spiegel Online

If gold is the equivalent of a pet rock, 
then I can confidently say that oil is the 
equivalent of playing host to a herd of 
feral cats; it demands constant vigilance 
and maintenance. If gathered in sufficient 
quantities, it will probably try to kill you, or at 
least severely harm your health.
That Time I Tried to Buy an Actual Barrel  
of Crude Oil Bloomberg
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http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/bilfinger-corruption-scandal-involving-oman-and-a-princess-a-1213167.html
https://www.laphamsquarterly.org/roundtable/encyclopedia-hounds
https://www.laphamsquarterly.org/roundtable/encyclopedia-hounds
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Lost amidst the cacophony of the media’s 
pathological anti-Trumpism, Paul 
Manafort tax trial updates, and Stormy 

Daniels deep-dives, are the legitimately 
important things that are happening in the 
world. High on this list should be the current 
troubles in Iran.

While we are usually supportive of the 
mullahs’ difficulties, there are scenarios where 
a rapid decline of the Iranian state causes 
problems for America and the world.

The trend is pointing to conflict...

Iran is once again under concerted economic 
pressure from the U.S. Earlier this year, 
President Trump withdrew from the Obama-
era Iran nuclear agreement, the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).

Trump and his national security team didn’t 
like several provisions in that agreement – 
which the president has referred to publicly 
as “horrible and laughable.” Notably, the 
JCPOA left a range of malignant Iranian non-
nuclear activity unaddressed, and ultimately 
had sunset provisions that would have allowed 
the mullahs to bide their time and eventually 
achieve breakout capability after years of 
entrenching themselves in the international 
economy and building up their conventional 
military forces.

Now the economic sanctions have kicked in, 
and the Iranians are feeling the pinch. The 

regime in Tehran has been stockpiling gold 
and other hard assets in anticipation of the 
economic pain to come. Iran’s currency will 
once again spiral down and the cost of living 
will skyrocket. The months ahead will not be 
happy ones.

THE FINAL WORD

While the imminent end of the 
mullahcracy has been incorrectly 
prophesied many times since  
the 1979 Islamic Revolution, 
nothing lasts forever.

“
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Theoretically, this could turn out for 
America’s interests. While the imminent 
end of the mullahcracy has been incorrectly 
prophesied many times since the 1979 Islamic 
Revolution, nothing lasts forever. Maybe the 
mullahs are running out of time. Iranians 
have already taken to the streets in protest. 
Instead of the usual anti-America, anti-Israel 
theatrics, they have been chanting “death to 
the dictator.”

On the other hand, the Iranian hardliners 
are no strangers to economic pain, political 
repression, and desperate measures. They’ve 
withstood plenty of nascent revolts before. And 
when looking at their strategic situation across 
the Middle East, their Islamic revolution by 
proxy has never been stronger. Whether it’s 
Shia militias in Iraq, the Houthis in Yemen, 

CLICK 
HERE  

TO READ  
THE WEB 
VERSION

https://americanconsequences.com/how-iran-could-hit-back-at-the-world/
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Iran has a navy that, while a joke compared 
to U.S. and allied blue-water fleets, is more 
than capable of fast-moving littoral operations 
against lumbering, defenseless oil tankers. 
Additionally, Iran’s nearby land-based missiles 
could easily take out passing supertankers, 
causing vast ecological as well as economic 
damage.

Of course, the Iranians have been saber-
rattling around the Strait of Hormuz for 
decades. The most likely scenario is that 
they will threaten the Strait without taking 
any direct action. As bloodthirsty and 
underhanded as the Iranian Revolutionary 
Guard Corps may be, it hasn't shown 
a willingness to provoke direct military 
confrontation with the U.S. on the high seas. 
Plus, if it crashed the global oil market, it 
would annihilate their own economy too.

But Iran is running out of options. Trump’s 
national security team is a far cry from the 
“deal first, negotiate later” approach of the 
Obama squad. The current White House 
won’t throw the mullahs an economic lifeline 
unless they yield on their nuclear program 
with real cessation and destruction of it, 
which the mullahs in turn are almost certain 
to refuse.

Plenty of wars have started over what in 
retrospect look like almost unthinkably 
foolish miscalculations. The Iranians have 
been holding the Sword of Damocles over the 
Strait of Hormuz for a long time, and if they 
decide to drop it, the global energy market 
will drop along with it – and nobody knows 
how much, or for how long.

the Assad regime in Syria, or Hezbollah in 
Lebanon, the Iranians have plenty of very 
nasty friends who will do their bidding.

And then there’s the Strait of Hormuz...

This is one of the most important – and 
most vulnerable – geostrategic areas in the 
world. The Strait of Hormuz is where the 
Persian Gulf connects to the Arabian Sea. At 
its narrowest point, the Strait is only about 
30 miles across. And it is the single most 
important transit route for oil on the planet.

FINAL WORD

Plenty of wars have started 
over what in retrospect look 
like almost unthinkably foolish 
miscalculations. 

“
Around 20% of total global oil output transits 
this small area. In 2016, about 18.5 million 
barrels floated down this waterway every 
day. Of that output, about 3.8 million came 
from Iran. But the threat is not that Iran 
would pull its supplies off the market – it’s 
that the Iranians would pull everyone’s supply 
through the Strait off the market by attacking 
transiting oil tankers. And most of the ways 
they could do so would be difficult, if not 
impossible, to stop.

Earlier this month, Iran conducted military 
exercises in the Strait that were effectively  
a reminder to the world that it would be  
easy for it to shut down 20% of the world’s 
energy supplies.
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t’s not Oprah… Hillary… or even Michelle Obama.

It’s someone even worse.

So if  you were put off by Hillary Clinton’s 2016 
campaign… or couldn’t believe how popular Bernie 

Sanders’ socialist platform was — just wait.

This 2020 candidate will “out-liberal” anything you’ve ever 
seen.

A new, incredibly powerful hidden force will practically 
guarantee that she wins.

And the steps she’ll take during her first 100 days in office 
will send our nation into one of  the worst financial crises in 
history… creating a nightmare for Baby Boomers.

Get the full story right here.
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Bill Shaw travels the globe searching 
for the best investment ideas 
in the commodities and 
natural resource space... As 
editor of two natural resource 

focused newsletters, Commodity 
Supercycles and Stansberry Gold & Silver 
Investor, he focuses on oil & gas, base 
and precious metals, agriculture equities, 
and gold bullion.

Bill has also spent more than a decade  
in various land development 
management roles for residential 
homebuilders – obtaining permits 
and designing and constructing new 
communities – and has managed a $100 
million portfolio of land assets.

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is the editor of True 
Wealth, an investment advisory 

which specializes in safe, 
unique alternative investments 
overlooked by Wall Street, and 

based on the simple idea that 
you don’t have to take big risks to make 
big returns.

He alerts readers to some of the biggest 
opportunities in the market every weekday 
at http://www.dailywealth.com/.

Over the past 25 years, Brett Aitken 
has worked with blue-chip 
companies and high-level 
business executives across 
Australia, Europe, and the U.S.

An expert at analyzing global businesses, 
Brett is currently the senior analyst for 
Stansberry's Investment Advisory, and 
a managing director of Stansberry 
Research, where he oversees the editorial 
team and various publications.

Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage 
and trading groups with major 

Wall Street investment 
banks, including Goldman 
Sachs, Chase Manhattan, and 

Yamaichi in Japan. In 1995, Dr. 
Eifrig retired from Wall Street, went to 
UNC-Chapel Hill medical school, and 
became an ophthalmologist. 

Today, he publishes a 100% free daily 
letter on both health and wealth that 
shows readers how to live a millionaire 
lifestyle for far, far less. Click here to  
learn more.

Buck Sexton is host of the nationally 
syndicated talk radio program, 
Buck Sexton with America Now, 
heard on over 100 stations 
across the country. 

A former CIA and NYC Police Department 
Intelligence Officer, Buck is also the co-
host of Stansberry Investor Hour, a weekly 
radio show that you can subscribe to for 
free right here: http://investorhour.com.
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